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and artistic perspectives for further significant aspects of 
the definition; in my discussion of her artistic skill I shall 
point out the fact that the ' vein of iron' is not crudely 
exposed on the surface , but is cleverly concealed by a charm-
ing exteri or. 
Essentially this same plan wi ll be adapted t o the I I 
other novels . I n all cases I shall relate as much of the plot ! 
as is necessary to preserve interest and give meaning to char-
acter and to :phi losophy. I shall indicate for each book the 
varie ties of the definition that are peculiar to that treat-
ment. 
When I apply the symbol to Ellen Glasgow, I shall 
call attention to the harmonious relationship between her per-
sonality , her philosophic perspective, and her artistic per-
spect ive . 
In the last s ection I shall attempt to clarify my 
t heory of criticism and make the suggestion that the method 
devised in evaluating this contemporary novelist is a sound 
one that can be applied in general to critical investigation 
of contemporary fiction. 
==--c===l=l=--==-===-=-=-=-=-=--===--=-===--=-·-=--=-=----------------··· --
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in ten of Miss Glasgow's eighteen novels, and in those which 
do not contain the exact words, the quality is present neverthe 
less. But it is not until her last novel, published in l935J 
that the author uses the phrase as a title and as a definite 
theme. This conscious and deliberate use of the symbol makes 
the novel The Vein of Iron,then, the best source of definition. 
A quotation describing Ada Fincastle's reaction to 
the first crisis of her grown-up life furnishes a partial def-
inition: "Joy was slowly ebbing away from her heart. Yet some-
thing stronger than joy, the vein of iron far d own in her 
inmost being, in her secret self, could not yield , could not 
( 1) 
bend, could not b e broken." 
The first and most obvious meaning of the phrase 
as a pplied to character is invincibility. Ada's strict code 
of propriety had made her adam.ant to her fi ance's pleas that 
she leave the dance and go for a walk with him. She refused to 
corn:_promise with her ideals. 11 A girl with proper pride did not 
( 2 ) 
go off alone in the moonlight with a man who had been drinking. ' 
According to her grandmother's t eaching, it was Ada's respon-
sibility in su ch a situation to protect both herself and Ralph 
from gossi p . An d so t h ey qua rre l ed. In spi t e of Ra l ph's 
threats to turn to Janet, who, Ada knew, would be less partie-
ular about the proprieties, Ada lived up to h er standards. She 
kept her pride and concealed from Ralph the fact that her heart 
( 1) 
( 2) 
The Vein of Iron p 135 
7he Vein of Iron p 135 
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wrath; and it was strange the way God never seemed to feel it 
( 1 ) 
necessary to punish people who did not believe in Him." 
Unfortunately Ralph was sent to France before the divorce pro-
ceedings were completed, and Ada soon found that she ~ould 
have to face punishmen t. But her 'vein of iron' fortified her 
spirit in this crisis as it had in the past, and she realisti -
cally prepared for her ordeal . "What she couldn't help, she 
( 2 1 
could bear as long as she did not let fear push into her mind." 1 
Nor did she repent her dearly bought haptines s . "If Ralph is I 
killed over there," she said, "I shall b glad his child is 
( 3) 
mine and not Janet's. 11 Her greatest fear was of the softening \I 
( 4 ) 
effect of self-pity, "the most primitive form of sentimentality !' 
i 
For this reason, not for shame, she avoided her fellow-men, les~ l 
their whispering should undermine her courage. I 
But these three qualities - adherence to principle, 
fortitude, and realism - are aspects of rugged individualism 
in its original, crude form. A personality made up of these 
traits alone might be anti-social and self-cent ered . But 
equally positive were the social aspects of Ada's nature . With-
out losing any of its strength, the 'vein of iron' that had 
asserted itself as defiance in youth was tempered by the pleas-
anter virtues that enable people to get along with others. She 
was always mindful of others' rights and comforts, perhaps the 
more so because she knew the strength of her own individuality. 
Unselfishness was uppermost in her feeling about the disgrace 
!(1) The Vein of Iron p 229 
I ( 2) The Veil!__ of I_!:..Q!! p 245 (3) The Vein of Iron p 244. ( 4) The Vein of Iron p 249 
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I 
iJ she had "brought upon her f amily . She had not realized that her I 
\i a.ct could affect anyone else; but when she saw the shame and \ 
I' 
ljmisery of her gTandmother, she was more unhctppy for her than I' 
II I I' for herself. She put Ralph's well-being a.head of her own, too , ] 
!when, knowing that he would be remorseful, and at the same time 1 
unable to come to her since he was fighting in France, she fa c ed 
1
the birth of her child without telling him of the s ituation . 
!Thi s same unselfishness had been evident at the time of Ralph's 
marriage to Janet, when, wretched as she was, she felt that 
"Ralph's suffering was ha:r.·der to bear than her own because 
I 
( l) 
Ralph would never learn how to suffer . 11 And it e.ppeared all 
I jthrovgh the later year s , as she matured and mellowed. After 
I 
I 
'I 
! 
!her grandmother ' s death Ada, Aunt Meggie, Ada's f ather , and ! 
jRanny, the child, moved to Q,ueenborough, where Ada secured work 1 
I I lin a department store . After some time Ralph returned, and he ' 
!and Ada were married. A few years of prosperity foll owed, and 
I then came an automobile accident which resulted in Ralph's being 
paralyzed for months. He was impatient, easily discouraged , 
I 
I land could not take defeat. So when the depression increas ed 
I 
ltheir h rdships, he stormed against his illness and poverty. 
i !Although Ada had to bear not only the burden of supporting the 
lfemily, but also the responsibility of keeping up his moral e, 
!once more she honestly believed it was easier for her than for 
I 
\i him. And she was right; her inner sense of coura,ge had taught 
1 her how to suff er. 
I 
l ( 1 ) The _VeLn_ of Iron p 156 
JL 
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I 
I 
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Cheerfulness and hope were also a part of the qual- I 
ity symbolized by the 'vein of iron. ' At the blackes t moments, 
the "will. to live " asserted itself . Prepa ring to face the ar-
biters of Ralph's and her destiny after the episode with Janet, 
she said to herself, "'If I am going to my funeral, I may as 
( 1) 
well put on a clean dress. '" Of the period of Ralph's mar-
riage to Janet, she told him afterward, "'I always felt that j· 
we belonged to each other, and I b egan to hope that we ' d be to- li 
gether again. In the last two y ears , I ' ve begtm to enjoy liv-
ing, just as if I ' d come to myself after an illness. We're 
made that way, the Fincastles. Even when we're broken-hearted, 
we still love life and enjoy it. I mean just getting up and 
seeing the sunrise, and then all the little things that happen 
before we see the sunset and go to bed. It isn't much, but it 
( 2 ) 
keeps us going. '" After Ralph ' s accident, she donned a red 
hat to wear to the hospital, thinking, "I look as if nothing ( 3) 
had happened . ',' Even when her grandmother -lay dead. in the 
next room, although Ralph was still in France, and her baby was 
only seven weeks old, " she could not entirely banish the suf-
( 4 ) 
fusion of hope in her heart . " A vision of a happy reunited 
family sustained her after she moved to ~ueenborough. As she 
11 . 
went to work every day, leaving the baby in Aunt M.eggi e ' s care , \ 
she mused happily, "They would build a home in the wilderness 
I 
I I of the machines as their forefathers had (~)ared the ground and I 
built a home in the wilderness of trees. " In answer to a II 
I' 
(1) The Vein of Iron p 152 
( 2) ThLY.ei!!__of Iron p 194 
~------=-=-==l=l===3c:!:L=!,h_e_Vej n_.gb_ I r on n 338 
il (4) The Ve in of Iron p 266 L 
._(_5_) _T_h_e_._i_T e_1_· n __ or __ I__ r _o_n_ p_ 2_7_s ___ ._ 
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compliment from Ralph, one time, 11 'I like getting the better \1 
of l .ife ' , she tossed b ack gcdly, ' and I'm not ashamed that I 
( 1) 
do .'" Again, "It was amazing, she thought , knotting the 
thread and smoothing the tri angular patch on her knee, how 
many things one could find t o laugh at on the brink of di sa.s-
ter. If only one took the world as -one found it , and did not 
( 2) 
sit dovm and wa.i t for something to happen!" 
Her optimism was strong ~nough to survi ve disil-
lusiorunent . For Ralph ' s homecoming did not bring the joy she 
had anti c ipat ed . He had become embittered l:?y t he war , and hi s 
very eagerness to do the right thing seemed to alter their re-
lationship. "Was this the way things came after waiti ng? Al-
ways in a new design . 
( 3 ) 
Jever again with exactly the same per -
fe ction? 11 He no longer regrett ed giving up the l aw career 
I 
II 
Ji II 
I 
I 
for which he had always planned, but was contented selling cars :j 
as he had done vn~en he was married to Janet . Ada and her fa-
ther did not fit readily into the new easy-going age of machin-
'1 ery and installment buying , but Ralph was more charming and 
I sociable than ever . "Ralph was splashing easily in the surf of 
his ag e, while her father vvas bee oming more timeless ... Who 
was wrong? She did not know . She coul d not choose between the 
old and the young . Still, if youth must fight, why couldn't I ( 4 ) \it fight for something worth having? " She had thought i n 
!marriage to recapture the romantic ardor of those fevv days on 
I 
\the Indian Trail, but it was never the same again . "She knew 
(1) Ih~ Vein of Iron p 381 
(2) The Vein of Iron p 381 
----~~~---·=*========:===== 
(3) The Vein of Iron p 287 
(4) The Vein of Iron p 323 
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her ten children could obliterate the memory of her Indie..n love, 
and she was said to have nwild" spells, especially during India 1 
I summer. 1 
Grandmo ther's own husband, Adam, h owever , had been 
a hardy individual carrying on the Pioneer ruggedness. He 
up its hidden swe e tness •• ," h e had pree.ched i n a ser mon, 
" on · y when it is eing sacri f ic ed t o s ome t hing more precious 
( 1 ) 
t han li f e. " 
ot only was Ada's strength derived from, and 
she,r ed with, he r racial progenit or s ; it was a l so drawn from the 
s oil, and i n a sens e , identi f i e ~it~ the ancestra l l~nd and 
t h e manse which had been handed dovvn thr ou gh the generat i ons . 
"Those men and wonen on Smiling Creek ha d endur eo the worst , 
yet the ~ill toward life had not failed them ••• They were I 
hard, it was true, but it wa.s the hardness of character . Unlov l 
able they were, but heroic . Had they been soft to the touch of 
fate, the exiled Shawnees would still be roaming their last 
1 hunting grounds. 
"Was the past broken off from the present, she muse fl , 
or did that vein of iron hold all the generations togeth~r? 
Sitting there in touch with the land that had been won from 
the wildern ess, she braced her own strength against that endur -
(1 ) Ih~Vein of Iron p 40 
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II 
l 
they "peasants without land,~ as Ralph said? "'Nothing can 
make peasants of us but ourselves,' Ada's spirit flashed out. 
' Granc~other had less when she grew up, but she wasn't a peas-
ant . Living with the savages didn ' t turn Great-great-grand -
mother Tod into a savage. No matter how little we have, we 
shall have more than the first Fincastle owned when he cut 
down the trees and built the log manse here. What would he 
have thought if he had stumbled upon a brick house, a garden 
with seeds in the ground , and the whole Smiling Creek with no (2) 
Indians in the willows? ' 11 "She had a sense, more a feel-
ing than a vision, of the dead generations behind her. They 
had come to life there in the past; they were lending her their 
fo rtitude; they were reaching out to her in adversity. This 
was the heritage they had left. She could lean back on their 
strength; she could recover that lost certainty of a continuing ( 3) 
tradition. 11 
The 'vein of iron ' as the symbol applies to the 
heroine is an inner strength of character, a courage greater \ 
than resignation. Yet it is not disagreeably assertive; it is I· 
refined by sympathy, hope, cheerfulness, and a pleasant person-
1 ality. Although the symbol refers to a strictly personal, 
individual possession, it belongs also to the race - handed 
j down by Pioneer ancestors who were themselves "rugged individu-
1 ali ·sts. ~ . It links the past with the present, and the very I 
[ consciousness of this bond is a further source of strength to I 
: ( 1) The Vein of Iron p 460 ( 3) The Vein of Iron P 461 ~~· 
.l2) The Vein_ of I~ p 460 : 
,I 
I 
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I 
II II ~8 
jl 
I 
was plunged within, to be cut out of lightj" \ she wondered. i
1 
II 
II 
"All he could do was to think, and nobody could earn a liveli-
(2) 
hood in America by thinking the wrong thoughts." She never 
questioned anything in life. For example, she was satisfied 
( 3 
to believe that "the Lord had made mice to be caught in traps.~~ 
The £amily differences in philosophy are summed up in their 
treatment of this small problem. Ada, only a child, already 
I 
I 
wanted to know why mice had to suffer. Mother, cringing at ! 
the thought of the pain of the trapped animal, referred her to \1 
II her father for an answer; her father fell back on philosophi-( 4 ) 
cal open-mindedness- "'God alone knows why, my child.'" 
":But Grandmother and Aunt Meggie knew straight off without any 
thinking. Grandmother said she answered questions ' out of con-( 5) 
viction. ' 11 Still Ada was puzzled that so strong a person 
. I 
could be confused by trifling annoyances. 11 'Effectually called, I 
justified, adopted, sanctified, and saved'(her grandmother's 
i words) - was it still possible for one to be upset because a 
( 6 ) 
pan of milk curdled?" Hut the big trials of life she faced 
without flinching. Not yet understanding her son's lack of 
faith, and blaming it on the evil influence of the British 
museum, she had, nevertheless, long ago accepted this tragedy 
1 as a test of her faith. 
The second really great blow was Ada's disgrace. 
I 
1She prayed for her and urged her to repent; it was lack of re-
(4) The Vein of Iron p 63 (1) The Vein of Iron p 42 (2} The Vein of Iron p 45 
(3) The Vein of Iron p 63 (o) The Vein of Iron p 63, 64 ( 6) T'EeveiilOf Iron p 107 1 
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'I 
I 
I 
II 
she approved of j a zz , beca use it ''' se ems to let ou t s omethi ng 
( l) 
t~at 1 a stopp ed up i ns ide of you .' " 
Jff. eggie we.s more t ol erant t han her mother . She saw 
t h e ood i n people even when she did not agree with them. Sh e 
ne"iJer falt ered in her loya lty to Ada , not even i n her shame . 
She took car e of the child, and kept house for the fe..mily while 
Ada worked . She admired her brother 's kindne s s at the s ame t i m 
that she felt that his he resy was , to say the least, unnec -
es sary . That her point of view wa s similar to h er mother ' s is 
ob.vious in her comment on that point, "ljllho was John that he 
shoul d knovv- more of the truth than his forefathers had known , 
( 2) 
or the ~ible had reveal ed to them? " 
1\[eggi e 1 s b rother John me t l i fe in a different way -
by retreating from i t . In philosophy he achi eved a complete 
intell ectual freedom t hat made hini "invulnerable , ." as Ralph 
said , to life ' s joys and sorrows . A quo tat i on sums up this 
invulnerability: 
"Though his inner world was builded of thought, not 
of emotion, he had found contentment i n many minor activities. 
The part of his l i fe he had called f ragmentar y and unfini shed 
1 had woven the peace that is mo r e lasting t han happiness. As 
I 
f or his deeper c onsci ousness , the crystal globe h ol ding the 
li ght 'li thin the light , this had been B.l ways remote and in-
viols.ble. l a thing had broken through. '• ot joy, no t pa i n, not 
(1 ) The Vein or Iron p 326 
( 2) ~he Veig__£f_I_r_o:n p 58 
-----------++------ ---
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( 1) 
do everything except earn a living. 11 He regretted that"relig-
ious education ••• had c ondemned hi.m to poverty and isolation 
vvhile it denied him the faith that makes poverty and isolation 
( 2) 
supportable. 11 "No man who has to provide for a fatilily has 
( 3 ) 
a right to search after truth, 11 he knew . But he was power-
less to change his nature, however much he loved his fc:mlily. 
"He vv ould have given all he wa s for liary :Evelyn, but he could 
( 4 ) 
not give what he was not." He yearned to express his feeling 
for her , but he was always aware of the chasm between one incU-
vidual and another . He really believed that "Human beings ( 5) 
vrere more important than ideas about God, 11 but he found it 
impossible to emerge from the world of ideas. His attitude 
toward de~th was rational, natural ; he considered death a part 
( 6 ) 
of life,-"the only lJart endowed with finality ," and for tha t 
reason "to be a ccepted with the animal faith which was nobler 
(?) 
tha n vain conflicts wi th nature ." His detach ed p oint of 
view 2revented him from encourag ing Ada to fight against Janet 
for Ralph, unjust as he Jmevi the situat ion to be . Philosophy 
and history had taugh t him that "all the forces of society -
( 8 ) 
religion, law, morality , influence, even money" were on J·an--
et's side; and so he a6.visecl Ada to "yield to the 1av; of the 
tribe," ·which sacrifices the individual to the g roup . 111 J3y our 
moral code, an appearance of error is punished more severely the 
(l) The Vein of Iron p ?1 
(2) The Vein of Iron p 48 
(3) The Vein ofiron p 48 
c 4) !_he ve!_rio:flron P 5o 
(5) The Vein of Iron p 122 
( 6) The vein-of Iron P 175 
c 7) Tileveinorircn P 1?3 
( 8 ) Th _£ __ ~ e~_g __ £f_.lf££ p 14 8 
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'I 
I 
1 lj 
1 against Grandmother , Mr . Fincastle, the Rowans , and his own I· 
·I I 
I f he had been endowed with Ada ' s i ndependent s pirit, II I II, I mother . 
he woul d not have been daunted even by such a f ormidable gat her 1 
! ing. Again when Ada c ons ented to go on the I ndian Trail with I~ 
I :1 : him, his attitude was very differen t f r om hers . Sh e f aced t he !
1
1 
i f uture f earl essly, ac c ept ing c onsequences what ever t hey mi ght 
, b e ; he said that i f he thought he had ha r med h er in a.ny way , I 
I 
,I I! h e would ki l l himself. His life with Janet caused him t o b e 
1
1
1 
bitter, but the war b r ought out even more strongly his real I 
1 nature . As he himself analyzed the effect of war on him, " 'Ev-
1
1 
erything flattened out and went dead on me . But I get a lot il 
I 
II 
II 
out of life as long as I take it on the surface. It ' s only 1\ 
when I punch through the surface .that the world seems to go . I 
rotten . .. When I look about me , in spite of all the good times !i 
( 1 ) 11 misery i s the only thing that is real.! " 
Mr . Fi ncastle descri bed Ralph's sta te of mind in II 
I
I t hi s way: "If Meggie ' s happiness is the gift of faith wi thou t 
imagi nation, t hen Ralph ' s unhappines s may be the bitter f ruit 
I 
( 2) 
I 
I 
of imaginati on withou t faith ." 
His philanderi ng, al t hough it did not go ver y far , 
showed up again when h e b e;::ame int ere s ted in t heir "flapper " 
neighbor , Minna Bergen . The au tomobile accident that wa s t h e 
result aff ec t ed hi s moral e so mu ch that recup erat ion wa s di ffi-
cult, a l mos t impo s sible . Ada tried to calm him , but to n o 
(1) The Vein of I r on p 308 
(2) The_Vei~_ of I r on p 303 
i 
I 
I 
II 
~1 
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avail. " 'There must b e a reason why we have to go through such 
things, '" she argued . "'If I thought that • •• ' His voice had 
trailed off on a despairing note. 'If I thovght any God had 
made this crazy world, I'd go out and shoot somebody .. . The (1 
only way I can bear it is by believing there isn-'t a reason. '" 
This state of mi nd is, of course, understandable 
under the c ircumstances, but less admirable than Ada's refusal 
( 2 ) 
'I 
to " 1 lie down and let trouble walk over me. '" Ra 1 ph ' s warped i 
- ,_ - 1\ 
point of view, Ada's father blamed on Mrs . McBride 's zeal for ~~~ 
perfection, whi ch had broken hi s will. "'She's a good woman \\ 
(3) 
according to her lights, but her religion has curdled, ' " 11 
~ . Fincastle remarked . She certainly ~s not a weak character~ ! 
but her courage and independence had been perverted by an over-
religi ous narrow-mindedness . She had had a ha,rd life, and 
seemed to enjoy hurting people. 
lj 
Ada thought, "Ralph ' s will hCI,d ·II 
I 
been broken and his life ruined bec ause his mother discovered 
.. ( 4 ) 
that salvation was better them happiness. " After his acc i-
dent , when Ralph first gained consciousness, he carried on the 
follo wing conversa,tion with Ada: 
"'I s Mother dead? ' 
"'She 's been dead for two years. Two years next 
July.' 
"His mouth twitched at the corners, and she thought 
' For two years. That's a pity. 
Then he said slowly, 
( 5) ' 
She would have enj eyed this. "' 11 
(1) The Vein of I ron p 355 ( 4 ) The Vein of Iron p 241 
32 
(2) TheVein- of Iron u 388 (5) Th~2:.f2.in of I ron p 331 
I( 3) rrn--;-~~rr:on D::=:9:a-=-=-=--===='=~~~;;;;;;~~~~~~====M===== 
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r 
I' ,, 
II 
ishness, and that is stupidity . But the man with the potatoes 
wasn't to blame . He was merely a cog in the wheel that had 
( 1) 
destroyed the fruit of his toil~ '" 
Another aspect of American stupidity is the fail -
ure of Americans to appreciate scholarship. This phase Ellen 
Glasgow brought out by the comments of the German scholar, a 
philosopher who sought out John Fincastle as a fellow thinker 
of great worth. Imagine his surprise at finding that no one 
in ~ueenborough knew him; at first people thought he meant a 
man who had been robbed of $30,000 worth of jewels. This was 
the only kind of fame they could comprehend! He thought of 
all the money Americans had spent on foreign lectures even dur-
ing the depression, a,nd decided, "A most hospitable country to 
scholars ( 2) • •• 
so long as they did not happen to have been born 
here. " "Undoubtedly a strange country, with its watered 
psychology, its vermin - infested fiction , and its sloppy minds 
that spill over. A whole civilization scourged by masochism! 
Well, one must not expect too much . of a people so recently 
savage, and still raw under the skin. In a thousand years or 
so, when Americans have learned that religion did not begin 
with Christianity and did not end with the Great War, they may 
discover also that this queer old man with the tin cup is their ( 3) 
greatest philosopher . 11 
Arguments overheard on a bus, between a Northerner 
and a Southerner, furnish a few more criticisms of the mass 
(3) Tbe _Vein_of Iron p 427, 428 
I 
I 
I 
(1 ) The Vein of Iron p 422 
(2) The ye~~!_l!.~ p 425 
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The doll's bedstead sJ~boli z es the triangul ar rela-
tionship of Janet, Ada, and Ralph . I t a lsq foreshadows, as 
s ymbol i sm so often doe s. Ral ph had ma de a doll's bed for Acta , 
cmd Janet , who tagged after them everywhere they went, always 
teased him to make one for her. 
God's Mountain stands for spiritual strength - a 
courage from a f aith in something higher t~an oneself. To e ach 
person who looked at God 's liounta.in it meant something a little ~~ 
different a cc ord ing to his beliefs . To John, of cour se , it 
was the inspiration of his philosophy; it seemed "nearer" to 
his study than to any other pa r t of the holl se. He called it 
( 1 }' 
the " Overs oul of Appalachi an Virg inia." 1 The sight of it 
gave Ada cou r age t o f a ce emotional or family troubles. She 
turne cl to it when her feelines were deeply moved. To Ralph 
' it meant professional ambition . In the mi d!st of their love-
making , when .Ads. had no thought in her heart but for the i r 
happiness of the moment, she suddenly sens~d that even vrhi le 
Ralph replied to her remarks, he, manlike, had his mind on 
something else - hi s work. "She realized that he had taken 
in her voice, not her word s. His eyes wer~ on t he glittering 
summit of God's Mountai n , a.nd a look of startled s ur prise 
mad e h i m a ppear young and ardent . 'I wonder if I o.m t oo old 
( 2 ) 
to begi n from the beginning, ' he scd cl. 11 
The romro1ce of the pas t is signified by the Bland 
(1) The Vein of Iron p 15 
( 2 ) The veiri-of'-fron P 216 
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Part II 
I 
Application of Symbol 'Vein of Iron' to Typical Novels 
of Ellen Glasgow. I 
Using the definition derived in 'Part I, I shall now I 
trace the symbol through the novels of Ellen Glasgow. I have 
chosen for this purpose the first five, which indicate that 
the fundamental qualities were present from the beginning; the 
tenth ru~d the eleventh, in the middle of her career, which 
II show an increased significance in the 'vein of iron' and a 
refinement of style; the fourteenth, Barreri Ground, which 
l'lliss Glasgow considers her best book; and the sixteenth, The;¥: ~~ Stoo£ed to Foll;~~:, which represents perfection of style. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The Descendant 
Immature and academic though it ,may be, the first 
novel of Ellen Glasgow, published in 1897 when she was only 
twenty-three years old, contains the essential qualities of 
the 'vein of iron.' !he Descendant is the story of a man who 
tried to translate a "rugged individualism" of theory into a 
way of life. The social consequences prove that, in the pres-
ent state of civilization at least, the theories are imprac-
tical. 
Michael Akershem, a nameless waif brought up by a 
( 1) 
Poor White farmer, was a "mental hybrid." His life was a 
struggle between the two sides of his nature, one inherited 
from his low-born common mother; the other from his intelli-
gent aristocratic father. The struggle had' begun as far back 
as he could . remember. The farmer's wife abpsed him, and the 
neighborhood children tormented and laughed· at him. His contin 
ual fight for existence had sharpened his claws and developed 
his resistance. He did not take his abuse passively. One day 
the minister saved him from the blows of another boy, and then 
proceeded to quote scripture to him. I 11 'You know the good book 
says: "Do good unto them that persecute you .and despitefully 
use you.n Now, you would like to do good unto Jake Johnson, 
wouldn't you, :Michael?'" 
(1) The Descendant p 23 
II 
I' 
i! 
I 
I 
I 
il 
I 
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ble satisfaction in being able to bring her ambition and her 
( 1) 
art bound and prostrate before her love." 
Having made this decision, she was also strong 
enough to refuse Michael's sacrifice. She insisted she was 
a New Woman and was brave enough to forego marriage so that 
Michael could live up to his principles. "'Do you think that 
a man's love can extinguish ambition? Only a woman's love 
(2) 
can do that.'" 
The happiness that followed freed Michael from his 
pent-up hatred and bitterness, and he found himself weakening 
in his radical views. His denunciations became milder and his 
outlook on life more tolerant. Rachel had a delightful sense 
of humor, and living with her was bound to change his serious 
point of view. Then as he passed this stage, he went on to 
a further one; his ambition still was not satisfied, e,nd his 
altered outlook changed his goal. Fame he still wanted, but 
now he wanted it in a respectable field. About this time when 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
he was restlessly thrash~ng out his problem, he met Anna Allard 
( 3) I 
who "personified the proprieties of life." She also had a I 
'vein of iron,' and hers represented "the inflexible convic-
( 4 ) 
tions of an incorruptible character." The new ideas of the 
day had not softened her moral fiber, and he began to see 
Rachel in a different light. Her very strength had become a 
weakness in his eyes; her very defiance of convention proved 
( 1) 
( 2) 
The Descendant p 147 
The Descendant p 120 
( .. 3 ~ The Descendant p 204 
(4; The Descendant p 172 
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The effect on ltichael, however, was strange. He 
was puzzled, and in spite of her assurances, he had a guilty 
I 
1
1
, conscience. 
to Richmond and back, thinking out his future. 
In his distracted state of mind, he took a train 
He remembered 
I 
I 
I 
11 
\! little past. kindnesses -Driscoll's giving him the job, the 
farmer sneaking him out some supper when he was being puni.shed 
by the farmer's wife, the minister's kindness to him, and 
somehow they all added up to Rachel, who had loved him when 
he had been an outcast. However, when he returned, he found 
I 
1! 
! 
she had moved away, and when he went to the office, he resigned. 
He decided to go to Driscoll and accept a previous offer to 1
1 
recommend him to another more respectable and conservative 
I paper. Driscoll, howeve~ was a philosophical, serene indi-• I 
II 
vidual in spite of his former association with The Iconoclast, I' 
and he expressed his scorn of Michael for ~s treatment of II 
Rachel. Michael had always been loyal to the man who had given lj 
him a job; and his disapproval caused Michael to lose all con-
trol of himself. He tore up the recommendation and dashed out 
to his own office. There in his upset state of mind, he got 
into a quarrel with KYle, a member of the force whom he had 
never liked, and killed him. He was sent te prison and re-
leased after eight years, suffering from tuberculosis. The 
ending was rather melodramatic. He walked to the old apart-
ment house where he and Rachel had lived, and while he was look-
ing up at the windows, she came by and recognized him. She 
took him inside and made him happy, but they both knew it would 
I 
I 
I 
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,\ 
hate, hers was love. She would have been content with love 
instead of art, whereas for Michael love did not make up for 
his ambition. But she, too, was on the unqonventional side. 
Miss Glasgow evidently felt in 1897 that Arina Allard's 
( 1) 
I 
I 
\I 
To be sure, as far as we know, \\ 
11 indomitable recti tude" was necessary to 1counteract these 
radical " advanced" influences. 
Miss Allard was never tempted to sacrifice her principles; and 
i f she had been, it took greater courage for Rachel to break 
away from tradition than it would have taken for Anna to live I 
up to her conventi anal s t andards. Still Anna really was \I 
unimportant; she represented Victorian opinion, but she actuall~ 
, !I 
never came to life. She was introduced mer'ely as a mouthpiece li 
to refute Michael's radical belief's. I think that Miss Glasgow \s 
sympathy was with Rachel. As with Ada, I think she c onsidered 
her breach of convention secondary in importance to the courage 
with which she faced the consequ ences of that breach; for in 
the end the author herself did not condemn her. After the tria 
she turned to her work and won fame in her art. Apparently 
she did not regret the interlude, however, excep t for its out-
come. She felt that she had been indirectly to blame for 
~li chael's crime, and so for his sake she felt responsible. But 
I 
I 
there was no moral repenta nce on her own part. At last she was \ 
I 
happy because, for the short time Mi,chael had to live, she was I 
able to make him happy. ·while she possessed the basic qualities\ I 
I 
! 
of indep endence of spi rit and fortitude that Michael possessed, 
(1) The Descendant p 186 
I 
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\· 
I Ph~s of_~ Inferior Planet 
Ellen Glasgow's second novel, published in 1898, 
also anoymously, emphasizes the intellectual and esthetic 
freedom of the individual rather than freedom of conduct. 
Anthony Algarcife, the chief character, represents mentality 
dominant over physical nature. In his youth he had existed 
entirely for learning; in college his thirst for knowledge 
had taken him through one year of dissipation in order to 
I 
I 
I 
I 
learn by experience, and, having satisfied his curiosity, he 
proceeded to live in the mind only. He had been brought up by 1! 
a priest of the High Episcopal Church, who had educated him for 1 
the priesthood. Algarcife had excelled always in his theo-
1 
logical studies as in his other work, but in debates he usually 
made a practice of writing also the argument on the opposite 
side. He was equally sound in both arguments. But he knew 
that his real convictions were on the side of science, and when 
he graduated from college, he found he could not live a lie; 
he greatly disappointed his benefactor by telling him he intende 
I to become a scientist instead of a priest. His explanation I 
I expresses the philosophy which appeared in many later books. \ 
I"' The truth is that I regard all religions exactly as you regard 1\ (1) 
all excep t the one which you inherited.'" "'Don't you see that 
(1) Phases of an Inferior Planet p 103 
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he thought was dead, and when she confessed that luxury still I 
I 
left her without love, he decided to marry her again. This \ 
would mean giving up his work, because celibaey was one of \ 
the rules of the church. He had inherited a farm in the South, I 
and they would live there. They would be poor again, but both \ 
thought the experience of life without love had taught them 
how to live, even in poverty. One day Mariana went to his 
house, and while there, using her own standards of judgment, 
was filled with remorse e.t taking him away from his comfort- I 
I II able home. She felt that she had interfered with his life 
before and should not do so again. Then she went to the i\ 
II church, and as she listened to his sermon, her strength of 
I 
purpose increased, for his oratory and enthusiasm for his sub-
ject convinced her that he was sincere. She thought that this 
I 
I 
new life was his real life, and that he had gone back to God. 
I "What was she that she should think herself strong enough to ( 1) 
contend with a man's creed?" "As she listened, she knew 
that the final blow had fallen- that it is not given one to 
I begin over again for a single day; that of all things under the ( 2) 
1 sun, the past is the one thing irremediable." But whether 
she would have had the strength to go through with her resolu-
' 
ltion or not is not certain, for her walk to the house and the 
I church brought on a relapse (she was recovering from pneumonia) I 
·
1
and she died. Algarcife was with her, and she said to him \ 
before the end, "'It would have been very nice, the little farm 1
1 
(1) Phases of an Inferior Planet p 305 
\(2) PhaSes- of-all Inferior Planet p 304 
I 
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'I his own plight, he set forth immediately to prevent this -~~ 
catastrophe. There was no doubt about the guilt of the negro, i 
l I 
1 but Nicholas considered it a point of h onor to see that jus- 1 
I 
i tice was done. The importance of an individual was an Ameri-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
can ideal that he, as governor, must uphold. The negro would 
undoubtedly hang after his trial, but according to the Const i -
tution, he was entitled to that trial. In trying to influence ' 
the mob, Nicholas was killed, ironically enou~h, by his own 
\ 1) 
friends. "'And he died for a damned brute,'" was the comment 
of a by-stander. A large funeral signified the admiration of 
the people, but whether their voice would have prevailed over 
the voi.ce of scandal was never proved. 
So Ellen Glasgow condemned the corrupt methods of 
politicians and created an ideal American character to correct 
the evils. "'The people want their ovm men, and it's time ( 2) 
they had 'em,'" someone had sa id of Nichola,s. Because he 
was one of them, he might have aroused them from their indif-
ference to corruption. He was a robust, courageous opponent 
of political evil. "'It is not needed that I should put in 
words my love for the party I have saved; but I say to you I. 
today that if that party were doomed to annihilation and a lie ~ 
could save it, I would not speak it.• ••• Beyond the party 
( 3) 
were the :people, and he had touched them.'·' I 
Parallel to the public career of Nicholas the states 
1 man ran the private life of Nicholas the man. His p ersonal 11 
II (lj' The Voice ~f t~~~eople p 42 
2 The Voice of the People p 266 
~-The Voic_e_cf_the Peo.ple_:p 305 II 
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1viaj or Ligh tf oot •
1 
ashamed of the Montjoy blood in his veins. 
li 
I ll 
I 
I 
I 
Ji 
I! 
I 
I 
lj 
I 
had disinherited his daughter when she engaged in a romantic 
elopement with her fascinating lover, and so she led a miser-
able existence. But her Lightfoot background sustained her 
and caused her to smile even when she was beaten. She told 
Dan fondly of her romantic past at Chericoke, a typical South- I 
i 
When 
1
1 
she died and Dan's father deserted him, Dan went back to his 
ern plantation where life was lived in comfort and ease. 
grandfather. He seemed more a Lightfoot than a Montjoy, and 
he found the place exactly as his mother had described it to 
him. He felt that "he had come home for the first time in his 
life. All this was his own by right • • • He felt the pride of 
it swelling within him; he waited breathlessly for the day-
break when he might go out and lord it over the fields and the 
( 1 ) 
cattle and the servants that were his also." 
He. soon won his grandfather's devotion by a chival-
rous act. He took the blame for setting a fire that Betty 
I 
I 
I 
Ambler had set. When she confessed, the Major was so delight-
1
1 
ed at this Lightfoot gallantry that he promised Dan anything 
11 
he wanted as a reward. Dan asked for Big Abel, one of the best I 
slaves. From then on, Big Abel was his devoted servant, and · 11 
his grandfather continued to spoil Dan, boasting of his virtues !! 
I 
I 
! 
and overlooking his faults. 
In time he went away to college, teJdng his servant 
to care for his clothes and his room. Here he cut a dashing 
1 ( 1) The Battle Groun~~ 3? 
I 
II 
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his :point of view c hanged . He g rew to love the v1hole reg i n;.ent , 
regardless of s oci a l background. It was not long before he 
discovered that fighting vvas a small part of war . Endless 
marching , disc omfort, exhaustion, starvation, fear, the horrors 
of the dead and wounded - this was war as it really was . In 
the first battle he had to conquer his ovm di s gust. Afterward , 
he felt he had experienced a g reat trimnph over h i ms elf; he 
had grown up to :B etty's requirement of him. "He was aware of 
a kindly tolerance which softened even t he c ommon outlines of 
his daily life. It wa s as if he had awakened b reathl essly to 
( 1 ) . 
find himself a man .. " 
Another victory of character came to him while he 
was in the h os pital with a wound . He thrilled at the story of 
t he brave d eath of a fellow-soldier wh o had endured the removal 
of b oth leg s without flinching . \Vhen he learned that this man 
was his father, he no longer fel t ashaLJ.ed of the Montjoy blood. 
"He had. seen the shadow of his boyhood loom from the p etty into 
( 2 ) 
the g i gantic. 11 
Finally came the end of the vvar with its humili ating 
O. efeat and empty despair . Th e p rocess of becoming ada pted to 
chang ed c oncU ti ons l"legan i mmedi a te ly. On the way home he c h opp e 
wood and work ed in any way he could to earn h is daily meals . 
At the beginning of the war when ])an ha<3_ b een assigned wood-
cutting , he had turned the ax over,as a matter of course, to 
(1) The Bat tle Gr ound p 347 
( 2) Th_§_ Eattl~?_yro_und p 376 
II 
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Big Abel, saying he had come t o fight, no t to cut \vood . Now 
he 1vorked side by side with Abel . A further symboli c proof of 
his EJ.cceptance of a changed world was the f act that one night 
he e,te "mi ddlin ' ,u . which wa s considered strictly negro fa,re. 
His return to Chericoke revealed even further trag -
edy . Up on his a r r ival, he found that the mansion had been 
burned by the enemy. His g r a n dmother and granclfather were 
living in the overseer ' s cottage . This left him more of a 
'lJeggar than ever, and h is return to I> etty was very different 
from the one he had dreamed of five years before . But Betty 
had strength of character as we l l as Dan , and she had adapted 
herse l f to the changes in her li fe . She was managing both 
farms , Up l ands and Chericoke, and maki ng a success of her under-
taking . He courage made Dan realize, " Ther e 's still some 
( l ) 
fight in me, 11 and they dec i ded t o fa.ce the lif ew South together 
This book is usually considered the most romantic of 
Ellen Glasgow ' s novels, but there is, besides the '~ei n of ir on 
in the charact ers of Betty and Dan, more than enough realism 
in the author's description of the War and her clarification 
of associo.ted pr oblems t o justify the symbol here. In the firs· 
p la.ce, she is comp l e t e ly unprejudiced. Her ra,tiona,l app roval · 
of the libera tion of the slaves is perfectly blended with her 
wa.rm, s;y1npathetic understanding of the Southern attitude toward 
a condition that was a s much a part of their daily life as the 
ownership of their fin e horses or their beloved l and. This 
( 1) The Ba:,t tle _Gro und p 5ll 
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of his white neighbors and the withering contempt of his black 
( l) 
ones. 11 When Dan, as a child, s aid that after he grew up he 
would set all the slaves free, his grandfather replied, 11 1 \Nhat! I 
II ( 2) 
·I like poor free Levi? 1 " 
II 
II 
as if that were the worst imagin-
I 
I 
' i 
' 
I 
! 
I 
I 
II 
I 
able situation to be in. 
Although there were rumors of the uprising of the 
slaves at the beginning of the war, they had taken no part in 
the attack and were mostly indifferent to their own connection 
with the war. Tney worked and sang happily as usual. 
an· the question of slavery Mr. Ambler represents 
the enlightened, open-minded Southerner; Major Lightfoot, the 
prejudiced , argrunentative non-thinker. 11 There was no wavering 
in his convictions - no uncertainty; he was troubled by no 
delicate shades of indecision. Vmat he believed, and that alan 
was God-given right; what he did not believe, with all things 
( 3) 
pertaining to it, was equally God-forsaken error. 11 His 
prejudices were aired in many a hot debate with Peyton Ambler. 
111 Why, you are striking at the very foundation of our society! 
Without slavery, where is our aristoc racy, sir? . . . When I hea 
a man talking about the abolition of slavery, I always expect 
( 4) 
him to want to do away with marriage next. ' 11 
Naturally , his ideas on secession were equally set. 
"'Didn't we fight the Revoluti on, sir? and didn't we fight the 
V!ar of 1812? and didn't we fight the Mexican Vifar to boot? And 
bless my soul, aren't we ready to fight all the Yankees in the 
( 1) The Battl e Ground p 1.48 
( 2) :±:_he Battl e _Ground p 467 
(3) The Battle Ground p 272 
(4) !he Batt le Ground p 63 
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1 
universe, and to whip them clean out of the Union, too? iJ hy , I i; ( 1 
!: it wouldn't take us ten days to have them on their knees, sir.' 
'i I: II "' We made the Union, and we'll unmake it when we please. We 
didn't make slavery, but, if Virginia wants slaves, by God, sir, , 
( 2) 
she shall. have slaves! '" 
Knowing that Ambler was trying to keep Virginia in 
the Union, the Major could not control his temper when he dis-
cussed the matter with him. "'Keep up your speech-making and · 
your hand-shaking until your wife gets murdered in her bed -
I 
but, by God, sir, if Virginia doesn't secede after this, I'll 
( 3) 
I secede without her.'" 
'I.\ I think it is safe to assume that 
is Ellen Glasgow's own stand in regard to the 
Ambler's position \ 
War. When he I 
'I 
I 
I first heard the false report of the rising of the slaves, he 
"felt that there was some wild justice in the thing he dreaded, 
in the revolt of an enslaved and ignorant people, in the piti-
I 
,. 
I
ll able and ineffectual struggle for freedom which would mean, in 
the beginning, but the power to go forth and kill. It was the 
II 
recognition of this deeper pathos that made him hesitate to 
reproach even while his thoughts dwelt on the evils - that woul , 
if the need came, send him fearless and gentle to the fight. 
For what he saw was that behind the new wrongs were the old 
ones, and that the sinners of today were, perhaps, the sinned 
against of yesterday. 11 
( 4) 
(l} The Battle Ground p 85 
( 2) The Batt;!.~_Q:_LQ_und p 86 
(3) The Battle Ground p 245 
( 4) The Batt1eGr'Oimd_p 247 
I 
I 
I
IIII 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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He did all he could to prevent secession; he made 
speeches from one end of the state to the other, and he was 
sure that Virginia could not be severed from the Union. "'We 
(1) 
are in the Union, gentlemen, for better or for worse,'" he 
said. But when the President called for Virginia troops to 
help invade the South, Virginians could not remain neutral any 
longer. Ambler himself went into the War as bravely as the 
hot-heads. "As he stood there, he saw before him the vision 
of an army led by strangers against the people of its blood -
of an army wasting the soil it loved, warring for an alien 
right against the convictions it clung to and the faith it 
i ( 2) 
I cherished." 
I' 
I His wife's remarks about her husband after he died 
as a result of a wound clai·ify his position still further: "'He 
threw all his strength against the tide, yet, when it rushed on 
for very pity of its weakness. "It is the spirit and not the 
( 3) 
bayonet that makes hi story, 11 he used to say.' 11 
Another evil result of slavery that Dan discovered 
was the effect on some of the whites. His contact with the 
lower classes in the war made him realize their worth as human j-
' 
beings. He became a real friend of Pinetop, a lanky mountain-
eer, and near the end of the war he was astounded to find him 
W The Battle Ground p 269 Tli~attle Grouna p 278 
====:-tt== 
(3) The_?att~e Ground p 427 
I 
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studying a primer. He realized then that Pinetop was a victim 
of slavery; it 11 had degraded the white workman to the level of 
the serf ••• Beside that genial plantation life which he had 
known, he saw rising the wistful figure of the poor man doomed 
to conditions which he could not ch ange - born, it may be, like 
Pinetop, self-poised, yet with an untaught intellect, grasping, 
like him, after the p rimitive knowledg e which should be the 
birthright of every child. Even the s p ectre of slavery, which 
I 
had shadowed his thoughts, as it had those· of many a generous 
I 
I mind around him, faded abruptly before the very majesty of the 
p roblem that face d him now. In his symp athy for the slave, 
I whose bondage he and his race had s t riven to make easy, he had 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
overlooked the white sharer of the negro ' s wrong. To men like 
rinet op, slavery, stern or mild, could be but an e qual menace, 
and yet these were the men who, when Virginia called, came from 
their lit t le cabins in the mountains, who tied the flint locks 
I' upon their mus kets and fough t uncomplainingly until the end. 
il 
II 
Not the need to protect a decaying institution, but the instinc 1 
I 
in every free man to defend the soil, had brought Pimetop, as 
( 1) 
it had brought Dan, into the army of the South." 
Surely, this is the view-point of a completely liber 
II ated mind. And Ellen Glasgow 's treatment of the Northerner is 
just as fair and penetrating. Her picture of the Yankee Puri-
.
1
, tan that was the children's tutor in their youth is satirically 
amusing . "He was kindly and conscientious, and, though the 
I 
(1) The Battle Ground p 443 
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j1 boys found him unduly weighed dovm by responsibility for the 
i! 
1: 
·I 
I 
I 
' 
I ~
I 
souls of his fellows, they soon loved him in a light-hearted 
fashion. In a society where even the rector harvested alike 
the true grain and the t a res, and left the Almighty to do His 
own winnowing, Mr. Bennett's free-handed fight with the flesh 
and the devi l was looked upon with smiling tolerance, as if he 
( 1 ) 
were charging e, windmill with a wooden sword ." His attitude 
t oward slavery she compares -vvith that of the :Major: "It seemed 
a s1;.rvi val of the Dark Ages that one immortal soul should sp end , 
her life hunting for the spec t acles of another. To Mr. Bennett j 
a soul was a soul in any colour; to the Major the sons of Ham I I 
I 
1 were tmder e, curs e which the Lord would lighten in His own go od ! 
I (2) (3) 1 
[ time." The Maj or, "with whom feelings were convictions," 
1 was as toni shed t hat Mr . :Bennett "not only believed things, he 
( 4 ) 
lmew why he believed them. 11 
During the war , Dan was broadminded toward the enemy. 
He exchanged friendly banter with the Yankees between battles 
( 5 ) 
and developed what Ell en Glasg-ow calls a ''sunny tolerance" _of 
them. After the surrender, one Jim Moriarty of Bethlehem, New 
II Hampshire , befriended him especially. Just at the moment when 
'! Dan was bitterly wondering if his enemies were gloating over hi 
I defeat, Jim came up and noticed his ill and hungry appearance . 
He talked in a chummy way, and built a fire, made some coffee, 
and cooked some meat f or him. "They talked of the last great 
I 
I ( 1) The Battle Ground p 67 , 68 (2) Tiie:Battle Ground p 68 ( 3) The_Ba_:tfl~J}rO'Und p 68 , 69 
(4) The Bat tle Ground p 68, 69 
( 5) 'rhe Battle Ground p 447 
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r . 
the necessities of life since I settled down in this old 
( 1 ) 
field.'" 
On Dan's way into his first battle, he met another 
regiment comi ng out. "Some were on stretchers, some were 
stumbling in the arms of slightly wounded comrades , some were 
merely warm and dirty and very much afraid. 'I One and all advise~ 
( 2) 
the fresh regiment to 'go home and finish ploughing.'" The 
sight of a boy with a blood-stained sleeve almost caused Dan to 
fc:dnt. 11 'I didn't lmow it was like this. V'Jhy, they're no 
better than mangled rabbits. 
( 3) 
I didn't know it was like this,'" 
he thought. During the battle he remembered again the old 
engraving and asked himself, "Where were the prancing horses 
( 4) 
and the uplifted swords?" Such trifles as wondering how a 
man in a red shirt could have los t one sleeve - "He pondered 
the question as if it were a puzzle, and finally yielded it 
( 5) 
up in doubt" - do not belong in a romantic account of a hero 
in battle, but they do belong in real life! 
One night while foraging for food, Dan stopped at 
a poor woman's home. She gladly offered him all she had, the 
supper already on the table, prepared for her child. Dan 
"grasped the full meaning of 
This was the real thing - not 
bayonets, not the fighting. in 
(1) The Batt le Ground p 285 
t 2 ) rrh8:&i.TITecrr:OUn<r P 3 o 7 
(3) The Battle Ground p 307 
a war for the people of the soil. 
the 
the 
waving banners, not the 
( 6 ) 
ranks. II 
( 4) 
( 5 ) 
( 6 ) 
The Battle Ground p 311 
The Battle Ground p 314 
The Battle Ground p 389 
/I 
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The position of the Poor Vfuite in the war was also 
appreciated for the first time through Pinetop. "'Wall, I 
aint got much of a stomach for a fight myself,' returned Pine-
top reflectively. 'You see I aint never fought anythin' 
bigger'n a skunk until today; and when I stood out thar with 
them bullets sizzlin' like fryin' pans round my head, I kind 
of says to myself: "Look here, what's all this fuss about any-
hbw? If these here folks have come arter the niggers, let 'em 
take 'em off and welcome." I aint never owned a nigger in my 
I 
I 
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life, and, what 's more, I aint never seen one that's worth own-
ing. "Let 'em take 'em and welcome, 11 that's what I said. Bles ~ 
your life, as I stood out thar I didn't see how I was goin' to I 
fire my musket, till all of a jiffy a thought jest jumped into 
my head and sent me bangin' dovm that hill. "Them folks have 
set thar feet on ole Virginny;" was what I thought. "They've 
set thar feet on ole Virginny, e.nd they've got to take 'em off ( 1) 
damn quick!" '" 
The negroes were usually loyal to their masters. 
They were more indifferent to the outcome of the war than any 
other group. .An old lame negro to whom Dan's friends talked 
said, "' Go way, 11arster , w'at I know 'bout "sides"? I 'se on 
( 2 ) 
d.e Lawd's side , dat's whar I is.'" Virginia's Mammy Riah 
uttered her ]?hilosophy, "'I ain' seed no use in all dis yer 
fi ttin'. W' at's de use er fi ttin' ef dar ain ' sumpen ter fit 
fer dat you ain ' got a'ready? ••• Is dat ar freedom vittles? 
(~ ) The Battle Ground p 323 ========~=±l~'~m~b~e~B~e~J~~tlE-Gr~nnd=~~-~3~0~2====~~=============--=================~========1 


influences that moulded Washington. ~~y, some foreigners are 
p erfected by them, sir. 'Vlhen I met General Lafayette in Ri ch-
mend upon his second visit, I remember bei ng agreeably im.Presse« 
with his dignity and ease, which, I have no doubt, sir, he 
ac quired by his association, in early years, with the Virginia 
( 1 ) 
gentlemen.' 11 
The class distinctions of the. negroes are amusing. 
The field hands were looked down upon, as were the p oor white 
trash. When Dan got his job driving the s t age coach, ~ig Abel 
remonstrated, "'We all 'ud des better go 'long home ter Ole 
Miss, caze I ain' use ter de po' w'ite trash en dey ain' use 
( 2) 
ter me.'" His objection to the war was on the same score. 
"'Dis yer wah ain' de kin' I'se use ter, caze hit jumbles de 
quality en de trash tergedder des li ke dey vvl.lz bo'n blood 
( 3) 
kin. 1 11 
The humbleness of women is illustrated by Mrs. 
Ambler's reply to Betty's childish question as to whether she 
had as much sense as Champe. "'Women do not need as much sense 
( 4 ) 
as men, my dear.'" 
Miss Lydia, the aunt, "regarded heaven with s ome-
thing of the respectful fervor with which she regarded the 
world - that great world she had never seen; for 'the proper 
place for a spinster is her father's house,' she would say with 
her conventional primness and send despite herself a mild 
(1) The Battle Ground p 62 
( 2 ) The Battle Ground p 239 
(3) The Battle Ground p 393 
( 4 ) TileB"a:tiTe~Gr"oun<r P 49 
II 
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imagination in pursuit of the follies from which she so 
earnestly prayed to be delivered - she to whom New York was 
as the terror of a mod.ern Babylon, and a .Tezebel but a woman 
with paint upon her cheeks . 'They tell me that other women 
have painted since,' she had once said with a wistful curi-
osi ty. 'Your grandmama, my dear .Tulia·, had even seen one with 
artificial colour. She would not have mentioned it to me, of 
course - an unmarried lady - but I was in the next room when 
she spoke of it to old Ius . ]'i tzhugh. She was a woman of the 
world, was your grandmama, my dear, and the most finished I ( 1) 
dancer of her day.'" Another revealing remark of Miss Lydi , 
was "'Men are very wicked , I fear, but they are very a- a 
( 2) 
engaging, too.'" She refused apple toddy although she was 
very fond of it because 11 she regarded the taste as an indeli-
cate one, and would as soon have admitted, before gentlemen, 
. ( 3) 
a liking for cabbage." 
After Mrs. Ambler's husband died, her health 
declined, and she would talk with Betty of her younger days. 
"'I was never a hearty eater. Your father used to say that 
I ate less than a robin. It was the custom for ladies to 
have delicate appetites in my day, you see; and I remember 
your grandmother's amazement when Miss Pokey Mickleborough 
was asked at our table what piece of chicken she preferred, 
and answered quite aloud, "Leg , if you please." She was 
(1) The Battle Ground p 51,52 
(2) "Th€Battle Grourid" p 52 
(3) The Battle Ground p 95 
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while they ate fat bacon and hoe ca~es. The chief sacrifice 
fell on Christopher, who was only ten when his father died, 
and Cynthia, a much older sister. They agreed that Lila, 
Christopher's twin sister, was much too beautiful to work, 
and so Cynthia did the heavy washing and scrubbing at the 
house, and took in sewing to earn money. Christopher had to 
give up his studying and work in the tobacco fields. Vfuen 
the story opened twenty years after the tragedy, Cynthia was 
II 
a conscientious, bitter old maid,. gu ided in all her family 
management by the old standards of propriety and class distinc-1 
tions. She had not adapted herself at all to new conditions. 
She insisted on being the family martyr, whereas Lila could 
have done the same work without martyrdom; for in spite of her 
soft hands and her sheltered life, the younger sister was a 
product of the new era; she had no distaste for their coarse 
food or their bare surroundings, and she would have been will-
ing to take her share of the burden. She did not look back to 
the past glory of B,lake Hall, but to the future. Much to 
Cynthia's disapproval, Lila fell in love with a common laborer 
Jim '!!eatherby, whose father had worked for the Blakes. . Chris-
topher, the central character, was a complex psychological 
p roblem. Resenting the loss of the Blake glory and wealth, 
he had nurtured through the years a hatred for old Fletcher 
that was beyond anything normal or human. This meanness showe<' 
in a brutal jaw which contradicted a noble brow and a manly 
I 
I 
I 
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He tried to make a..mends to Will by helping him to 
get out of his difficulties, but his hatred for Fletcher was 
as strong as ever. About this time Maria Fletcher came home 
a widow. Christopher had fallen in love with her before her 
marriage, without knowing her identity, but when he discovered 
that she was a Fletcher, his love had turned to hate. With 
her return, the old attraction again disturbed him. Because 
she offered to restore the p roperty to the Blakes when she 
should inherit it, his remorse for his sin became more keen 
than ever. "He knew himself for what he was - a man d ebased 
by i gnorance and passion to the level of the beasts. He h ad 
sold his birthright for a r equital, which had sickened him ( 1) 
even in the moment of fulfilment." 
Christopher struggled against his love for Maria, 
but when he found that she had loved him, too, even before 
her marriage, he confessed to her his evil deed. She forgave 
him, and together they s~t about the hopeless task of remak-
ing Will's character. This was Christopher's "deliverance." 
But :M:iss Glasgow's fatalistic philosophy appears here, and 
the "ancient law" demanded a full atonement. It was too late 
to stop what Christopher had begun , a nd the climax of Will's 
ruin came when he murdered his grandfather. Christopher felt 
tha t he himself "had murdered Bill ]'letcher, and he had done 
( 2) 
it through the only thing Bill Fletcher had ever loved." · 
(1) The Deliverance p 42? 
(2) The Deliverance p 531 
lOB 
--------- L 
Therefore, there was only one course of action. He helped Will 
to escape, and then confessed the crime himself. He went to 
prison, but two years later Will confessed to a priest in 
Europe, and Christopher was pardoned. Maria was loyal to him, 
not offer any new phases of the symbol, throughout the book 
his character shows many as :t:)ec ts of the definition. The hard-
ness of his character in its destructive use is similar to 
Akershem' s in 1he I2.~£~£.dant. Like him, he was an abnormal 
character. The quality which could have been used for good was 
applied to an ignoble end. l'li th his first success in debauch-
i ing Will's character, he thought, "Why, until this evening, 
Ji 
ba,ve I gone :p·uling about my life as if such things as eli sgrace 
and poverty were sufficient to crush the strength out of a man? 
Let me put forth all my courage and nothing is impossible - not 
( 2) 
even the attainment of success, nor the puni slun.ent of lfletcher.' 
And the continuity of racial traits, both good and bad, is 
emphasized. As he began to feel remorse, he grew ashamed to 
associate with his family; he felt a difference in quality. 
He ke pt comparing himself as he w2.s with what he might have 
II been. 
I 
After a few nights of trying to study, he had given up 
I ( 1 ) ( 2) The Deliverance ~ 492 fhe!OeifV erance p 2 20 
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had not even felt the romantic fervour of the sacrifice. A 
certain staunch justice was all he saw in it, relieved, doubt-
less, by a share of his hereditary love of des perate hop e - of 
which I the hot-headed clinging to that last shifting foothold on 
a man might still make his fight against the power of circum-
( 1) 
stance." 
But as is often the case with Miss Glasgow, the 
heroine is actually the strong character rather than the hero. 
Maria developed through expe r ience . At the beginning she was 
sup erficial, disp l aying a veneer of culture that was as foreign 
to her own nature as it was out of place in her family. The 
jarring vulgar attitude of the Fletchers seemed a sacrilege in 
Blake Hall v.rhere, in the days of the Blakes, poise and good 
I taste had held sway. But after Maria's marriage and her con-
I t a ct with the outside world , the g enuineness of her character 
\ won over the superficiality. There was harmony between her 
soul a nd her outward expression. "The wisdom of experience 
was hers now, and with it she had gained something of the 
deeper insight into nature which comes to the soul that is 
( 2) 
reconciled with the unknown laws which it obeys. 11 
Her marriage to a man she did not love had largely 
been responsible fo r the development of her strength of charac-
ter. She had felt that sh e owed him a reparation because she 
had married him while loving Christopher, and for that reason, 
( 1) 'l'he Deliverance p 536 
( 2) Th~ :Diii v~ia.nce p 365 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I II I. 
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she had endured his abuse and afterward nursed him through 
months of insanity. Like Christopher , she lived out her atone-
ment . She had thus learned the lesson of haPlJiness, u 'After 
all, it isn ' t the way we live nor the work we do that mat t ers, 
b u t the ideal we put into it. Is there any work too sordid, 
( 1 ) 
too prosaic, to yield a return of beauty? ' " · Through every-
( 2) 
thing, she was sustained by an "inner refuge . " Once she 
said to her defiant brother, "'You can't possibly make me angry 
( 3 ) 
tonight, for I wear an armour of which you do not dream. I 11 
Her grit was seen in her rescue of the strange 
I mongrel dog from Christopher ' s fierce hound s. 
Jl Christopher compared :Molly, Will's selfish, shallow, 
complaining wife, with Jiiiaria, and "he saw in imagination the 
gallant resolution with which I\lLaria would have battled against 
such sordid miseries," for "there are souls which do not yield 
to events, but bend and shape them into the li k eness of them-
( 4) 
selves." 
Her sincerity a nd penetration of superficiality in 
her maturity she revealed to Christopher when she said, ''' ••• a 
life of p etty sharns , of sham love, of s ham hate, of sham relig-
ion . It is all little, you know, and it takes a little soul 
to keep alive in it. I craved it once myself, and it took 
six years of artifice to teach me that I loved a plain truth 
( 5 ) 
better thEm a pretty lie . •" 
I 
(1) The Deliverance p 391 
(2) The Deliverance p 435 
3 'J'he~li verance p 494 
(4) The Deliverance p 504,505 
(5) The Deliverance p 346 I 
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changes she was as ignorant as a new-born child. Events had 
shaken the world to its centre, and she, by her obscure hearth, 
had not felt so much as a sympathe tic tremor. In her memory 
there was no Appomattox , news of the death of Lincoln had never ! 
reached her ears, Bnd president had peacefully succeeded presi-
dent in the secure Confederacy in which she lived. Wonderful 
a,s it P..ll was, to Carraway the most wonderful thing was the 
intricate tissue of lies woven B.round her cha i r. Lies - lies - 1 
there had been nothing but lies spoken within her hearing for 
( 1 ) 
twenty years. " 
Projected into the cold, harsh light of a later age, 
her quaint assumption of grandeu r and. her formal pronouncements 
1-.: rod.uced a ludicrous effect tha t was IJathetic while it was, at 
the same time, humorous. V\'hile Cynthia and Christopher wer e 
working like common l aborers, she a ccu sed them of being too 
gay and frivolous to come to talk to her. ~he stirred up the 
whole community when the cat was lost. Her invitation to Carra 
way to spend the ni ght with them was far too el&.borate for the 
humble abode in whi ch she lived, for she thought she we.s still 
in the r;;.ansion. "' Perhaps you will do us the honour to sleep 
beneath our roof. It has had the privilege of sheltering 
( 2) 
General Washington.'" 
Her concern with superficial values was ironical. 
She chattered endlessly of past b alls and finery and servants . 
(1) The Deliverance p ?4 
( 2) Th~ Deliverance p 71 
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"'I sometimes think that my present blindness was given me in 
order that I might view the past more clearly .... 1'he presen 
is a very little part of life, sir; it 's the past in which we 
( 1) 
store our treasures.'" This remark and another similar one 
"' 1~y blinctness has spared me many painful sights, I haven't a 
( 2) 
doubt'" - are weighted with - double meaning. 
Very amusing is the satire in Mr s. Blake 's com-
placent reply to Cynthia 's compliment comparing her mother wi tr 
Great-great Aunt Susannah, the belle of Revolutionary days: 
Cynthia had said, "'I'm sure she was never so beautiful as you 
Mother,'" and :Mrs. Blake replied,~" 'Ah, well, everyone to his 
( 3 
taste, my child; and I have heard that she wore a larger s h oe.'" 
The ridiculousness of the illusions of the tyranni-
cal old lady who thought she was controlling a vast household 
of slaves was made vivid by the ring she wore. The time crune 
when even the beautiful diamond had to be sold . They took the 
stone out and replaceo it with a purple glass stone of the samE 
shape t hat belonged in a r ing of one of the old servants. Wi tl-
out knowing the difference, Mrs. Blake would proudly flash the 
stone as she talked, "with a sprightly gesture in which the ( 4) 
piece of purple glass struck the dominant note." 
Even on her death bed, she lavishly dispensed advicE 
on manners and worldly tastes, and - ironically - fulfilled a 
promise of fifty years' standing by giving old Hoaz his freedor . 
(I) The Deliverance p 70 
( 2) !he I?.~!_iv~ce p 103 
(3) The Deliverance p 103 
(4) !he~e~iverance p 158 
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t o think about . It ' s all so dull when you have to stop I 
I)re teno_ing and begin to face things just as they are. I've 
lied for({~irty years, and I reckon I've lost my taste for the I 
truth .' 11 In this remark Ellen Glasgow is satirizing the I 
l')O:f.mlar self -deception of Juneri cans, a refusal to fac e reality. 
Her raother did not know any better when she was evading the 
truth; but Cynthia admitted that she preferred evasion even 
when she knew it was evasion. 
There are various positive illustrations of the 
democrat ic principle of equality. Usually Uncle Tucker's 
philosophy embraces this ideal. He and Cynthi a were talking 
about Jim Vleatherby . Cynthia said, "'If we must go to the d ogs ~ 
for heaven 's sake, let's go rer.Iem.1)ering that we are Blakes- or 
Corbins, if you li ke .' I 
"' Bless your heart, child, I'd just as lief remember I 
' I was a Blake - or even a Vlea.therby , for that matter . ~.;vhy, 
Jacob Weatherby's grandfather vms an honest, self-res:pecting 
tiller of the soil vvhen mine u s ed to fish his neclttie out of 
the punch-bowl every Saturday night, people said. ' ••. 
"'I don't mind your picking fl aws in me , ••• but I 
do vii sh you would let my great-grandfather rest in his grave. 
He's a,bout all I've got. ' 
I 
""?ell, I beg his pardon for speaking the truth 
( 2) 
about him.'" 
I 
11? 
(l) The Deliverance p 485, 486 
( 2 ) !b:e De~i_y_£E_?nce p 112 
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The whole story is, in e. sense, based on a symbol. Mrs . Blake ' s 
blindness and paralysis stand for a helplessness in the face of 
changed conditions on the part of the Southern aristocratic 
class, and a refusal to acknowledge that there has been a 
change. Maria repre sents the New South and shows by shedding 
her affectations and crudenesses that poise, dignity , and 
strength will in time come to the country with its adjustment 
to a more virile type of democracy. 
_ -_-_-_-_--__ -++_-_-_-_-_-_-=-=-------------
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Virgini a 
In her first nine novels Ellen Glasgow has app1i ed 
the symbol • vein of iron' to such themes as social, economic , I 
and political reform by emphasizing the importance of the indi- I 
vidual, whether he be negro, poor whi .te , slum victim, ar t is t , 
or scholar. In this search for freedom a t a time when women 
were beginning to demand their rights as individual hu.men be-
ings, she could hardly remain indifferent to their cause . In 
Virginia and Life and Gabriella she ap:plied the symbol to this 
problem as her central theme, using in the former a negative 
treatment and in the latter a positive approach . 
Vi rginia, heroine of the firs t novel, represented 
the old system of chivalry . :Sy instinct, exe..mple, and educa-
tion , she became the perfect femini ne ideal of the Eight ies. 
But because she lived too intensely in her emotions and neg-
lected her mental development, she failed to make a harmonious 
adjustment to changing conditions . She wa.s n ot a weak charac-
ter ; she had all the capaci t ies of Miss Glasgow's l ater "rugged 
individualists~~ but her strength had been guided by outside 
direction toward passive acceptance rather than active achieve-
ment . She was a victim of her life experiences rather than 
master of them . 
At the opening of the story Virginia was a beauti-
ful, flower-like belle of twenty who "embodied the feminine 
120 
I 
It 
I 
ll ideal of the ages . (1) To look at her was to think inevitably of 
love ." Her mother had moulded her character in the exact 
likenes s of her own, e.nd the traditional education for women 
had developed her moral endurance and her social deportment, 
but had overlooked her mind. Her mother spared her from work 
·that would ruin her hands, just as she spared her husband from 
menial te.sks that would lower his ministerial dignity. Thus 
Virginia grew up in a soft, dreamlike world with. marriage to 
look forward to as the crowning glory of her womanhood. Book I 
)is well-named The Dream . During this period she nourished her 
I 
!emotional nature by the love of parents and home, and romantic 
I 
waiting for the grand passion. It came in the form of Oliver 
Treadwell , cousin o1· her friend Susan. Her wedding was con-
ducted with all the sentimental form that was considered essen-
ltial by her romantic mother; tears, parting advice, a. trousseau 
ilbeyond their means. Book II, The R~ali ty, related the fulfil-
'ment of her dream. In order to marry, Oliver had had t o sacri-
fice his idealistic ambition of uplifting the stage by writing 
!realistic plays and had accepted a Railroad position offered 
~im by his uncle . This necessitated Virginia's moving away from 
lker beloved home to Matoaca Ci t y, West Virginia. There she pro- I ~ ~ eeded to live out the advice of her mother, "'Your first duty 
lr ow, of course, is to your husband . Remember, we have always 
~aught you that a woman 's strength lies in her gentleness. His 
rill must be yours now, and wherever your ideas cross , it is 
I 
1) Virginia p 5 
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I and more avay f rom her a ll the time , f elt onl y pity f or him 
I that he had to s p end so m'Llch time awa from h i s f amily. H~ 
I 
1 h ad ask e d her to go to a n opening n igh t, and she planned to 
i go • I n the meantimB he had f a ll en in love with hi s leading 
I 
I 
l ady , w o was j v.st the opposite in ty:pe of Vi rgi ni a . He v,ras 
trying to g et up courage to b reak the news to h e r, w·hen Vi r -
1 ginia told him s h e would go to the Ol)ening n ight of h i s play . 
I n New York she real ized that the world had l eft her f ar oe-
hind. She was old-fashione d s,nd dowdy and middl e-aged; he was 
l i ving in a di fferen t world. She ove rheard the news of his lovr 
f or Margaret Oldcast l e , and her life was ruined. He asked fo r 
1 a d i vorc e , and a t the e nd of t h e book, she felt she "had out -
( 1 ) 
lived her usefu lness ," f or the one interest of her whole ex-
istence was gone. Lucy marri ed and went away. Jennie was in 
college, and Harry was at Oxford . "She felt that life was 
slipping, slipping past her, and that she was left behind like 
a bit of sent i ment or the law of the last century. Though she 
felt young, i t was not the you th of today. She had no part in 
the present; her i deals were the ideals of another period; even ! 
I 
treated h e r as it II 
Her real i zat ion 
her children had outgro~m her. • .• Life had 
(2) 
treats thos e who give, out never demand. n 
carne t oo late - "If only in the beginning she had upheld not 
his inclina tions , but his convictions; if only she had sought 
not to so othe his weaknes s , bnt to stimulate his strength; 
( l) y~rg_i nia p 443 
(2) Virgin i a p 443, 444 

I 
I 
* I 1 product of a courage that feared nothing except opinions ••• I 
I 
1 She had suffered everything from the war except the necessity 
II of thinking independently about it ••• and she still clung 
i passionately to the habits of her ancestors under the imp res-
I 
I sion that she was clinging to 
( 1 ) 
their ideals. " 
l'1 Ac cording to her belief , "A natural cur iosity about 
( 2) 
1 the universe is the beginning of infidelity. " So she p a ss ed 
I on to Virginia the sar.n.e kind of education that she a,s a t pic a l 
Southern lady of her time received, the object of which was 11 to 
paralyze her reasoning facultie s so completely that a ll danger 
II of mental 'unsettling ' or even movement was eliminated from 
I 
I 
her future. To solidify the forces of mind into the inherited 
mould of fixed beliefs was, in the opinion of the ag e , to 
I achieve the definite end of all education. 
I 
I 
I 
VVhen the child 
1 
1l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ceased to wonder before the veil of appearances, the bat tle of 
orthodoxy wi th speculation was over, and Miss Priscilla felt 
( 3) 
tha t she could rest on her victory. " 
So ingrained was this ideal of womanhood, tha t 
Oliver, even after he began to be bored with his wife's mental 
limitations, could not quite admire Abby Goode wholehear tedly . 
He said, "You can ' t help liking her - she's such jolly good 
company, but somehow she doesn ' t seem womanly. She ' s too fond 
I · ( 4) 
i of sport and all that sort of thing."' Other men, too, share 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
this opinion. " Oliver, his uncle Cyrus , the rector , and honest 
John Henry, however they may have differed in their views of 
( 1 ) Vim_inia p 12 
( 2 ) Virginia p 22 
(3) Virginia p 22 
(4 ) Vi~inia p 306 
lj 
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the universe or of each other, were one at least in acceptin~ 
( 1) 
the historical dogma of the supplementary being of woman." 
Another evil of the old system that is r elated to 
the rights of women as individuals is also a by-product of 
slavery; the mulatto offspring of colored women who were vic-
tims of their white masters. After gently hinting that Cyrus 
was the father of Jubal, Mandy's eighteen year old "white" son, 
pertinence. "'It's a pretty pass things have come to when men 
( 2) 
have to protect themselves from negro women,'" he stormed. 
I ronically enough, in the next breath, deciding to offer his 
nephew a job, he remarked to himself, "'I ' ll look up Henry's 
son before supper. Even if the boy's a fool, I'm not one to 
( 3) 
let those of my blood come to want. ' ~, 
The explanation of his attitude lies in that eva-
sive idealism which Miss Glasgow laments in regard to litera-( 4 ) . 
ture. "She had outraged that curious Anglo-Saxon instinct 
in Cyrus which permitted him to sin against his race's integ-
ri ty, yet forbade him to aclmowledge, even to himself, that he 
1 
bore any pe.rt in the consequences of that sin. 
I 
Illogical, he 
I might have admi tted, but there are some truths so poisonous 
I 
1 that .no honest man could breathe the same air with them." 
( 5) 
(1) Virginia p 30? 
1 (2) Virgini~ p 1?4 
I ( 3) Virginia p 1 ?5 
(4) Literature in the Making p 
229 - 238. "Evasive Ideal-
ism in Literature." 
(5) Virginia p 36? 
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(1) 
the triumph of actuality ." 
Miss Glasgow turns the spotlight of her realistic 
interpretat ion on the new as well as on the old, fo r it is a 
period of transition. "The smoke of the factories was al-
ready succeeding the smoke of the battle-fields, and out of the 
ashes of a vanquished idealism the spirit of commercial mater-
ialism was born. What was left of the old was fight ing val-
iantly, but hopelessly, against what had come of t he new ••• 
The symbol of the one spirit was the memorial wreaths on the 
battle-fields ; of the other it was t he prophetic smoke of the 
( 2) 
f actories. " Cyrus Treadwel~_ , , uncle of Oliver and father of 
Susan, typifies this spirit of materialism. "He was at once 
the destroyer and the builder - the inexorable foe of the old 
f eudal order and the beneficent source of the new industrial-
( 3) 
ism." Though he was one of the wealthiest men in tovm, he 
was too stingy to move to a bett er house. His thoughts were 
centered in finance, and he translated every value into terms 
of money, the only medium he could comprehend. Once he snapped 
'"Views? What do anybody 's views matter who can ' t make a liv-
( 4 ) 
ing?'" Even Mr . Pendleton was humble in his presence for,the 
great man made him feel that " the problems of the spirit were 
{ 5) 
secondary to the problems of finance. " He was as soulless as 
his machines, and he had no power of enjoyment in life. 
The literary tastes of the past did not change dur-
(1) Vi rginia p 505 
(2) Vi rginia p 13 
(3) Vi rginia p 73 
(4) Y:irg1ni? p 79 
(5) Vi rginia p 76 
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Life and Gabriella 
---------
In striking contrast to the negative method employed 
in Virginia, Miss Glasgow 's direct presentation of a positive 
character in Life an.2:-2.£!:.br:!:_ell§: emphasizes once more the neces-
sity of a 'vein of iron ' in the character of woman if she is to 
lead a life significant to herself and to others. Since the 
keystone of individualism is economic indep endence, the author 
bears down in this book rather heavily on the theme of the work 
ing woman. 
Gabriella, although she had been brought up under 
il 
I 
I 
I 
the same hampering traditions as Virginia, had early in her lif~ 
shown her "rugged indi vidue.li sm" and her courage to face ree.li t • 
She determined to break the bonds of inertia wr~ ch had bound 
her mother, after her husbc>...nd 1 s death, to a life of passive 
acceptance of poverty and a desperate attempt to keep up appear 
ances. "For the first few years of her bereavement she had 
simply sat in her widow ' s weeds , with her rent pai d by cousin 
Jimmy Wrenn and her market bills settled monthly by Uncle 
Beverly Blair, and waited patiently for some man to come and 
( 1 ) 
support h er." Gabriella, at twenty, could not bear this 
dependence on men. "'I'm tired of being on charity just because 
( 2) 
we are women,'" she said, and, much to the horror of the 
{1) Life and Gabriella p 8 
( 2) LifeandGabriella p 2'7 
t 
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i 
I 
that. She became hard and indifferent toward him. vVhen after 
a few years, he ran away· with another woman, her heart was 
I 
untouched by losing him, and she bravely set out to support her I 
two children. 'l'aking a life- long acquaintance, a dressmaker 
,[ 
from home, to care for the children, Gabriella went to work in 
a fashionable shop on Fifth Avenue. By persistence and hard 
work she was very successful, until after ten years she had an J 
attractive home, beautiful clothes, and money to send her chil- l 
dren to college. 
Even in business, however, her "rugged individualism' 
stood out. The conventional business attitude was one of 
deception and flattery. Gabriel la's frank nature scorned such 
methods, and, at the risk of lbsing her position, she adhered 
to her principles of franlmess and honesty, and by so doing 
won for Madame Dinard_ a weal thy cu stomer that she had been try-
ing for years to get. 
During her business career she proved her indepen- I 
dence by refusing to take help from a friend of her father -in- ~~~. 
law. He had offered to aid her when George first deserted her, 
but she had refused. \Vhen the opportunity came to buy out 
Madame Dinard , Gabriella decided to borrow money from Judge 
Crowborough. After arrangements were all made , his affection- I 
il ate manner made her realize bitterly that men cannot treat 
women as equals in business, and so she decided to remain free 
of all obligation to the opp osi te sex. 
140 

that she had always been growing farther and fa.rther away from 
tradition, from accepted opinions, from the dogmas and the 
( 1 ) 
ic_eals of the ages ." 
Thus Gabriella represented the Twentieth Century 
woman, just as Virginia represented the Nineteenth Century 
ideal out of harmony in the t wentieth century. The new busi -
ness woman is capable , efficient, independent, master of her 
emotions, free of illusions, and democratic . To be such a 
woman requires more than passive endurcmce; more than charm of 
manner and sweetness of nature; it re quires courag e to act, 
mental alertness, development with the times~ 
Ellen Glasgow 's philosophic perspective is obvious 
in the portrayal of the characters of Gabrielle. and Ben. 
O' Hara is the id.eal of democracy which , she thinks, Americans, 
Southern ari s toc l~a,ts included, must accept. Gabriella ' s esti -
mate of him contains the gist of the author's enlightened view-
point: "She could not talk ·co him for e~n hour without recog -
nizing that he had never lost a. natural chivalry of mind beside 
which the cultivated chivalry of manner appeared as exotic as 
an orchid in a hothouse . Even Arthur, she was e,ware, V'roulcl 
have lied to her for her o-,•m good; but she would have tr·usted 
O'Hara to speak the truth to her at a..ny cost . In this, as well 
as in his practical efficiency, and his crude yet vital opti-
mi sra, he embocti ed, she felt, the triumphs and the failures of 
American democracy - this democ racy of ugly fact and of fine 
( 1) I ,i fe and Gabriella p 386 
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Barren Q.;;:.ound 
In Ba!:.!:_~n_Ground Ellen Glasgow has focused attention 
I! 
I 
! 
I 
I on the need of a 'vein of iron' in the conquest of the soil. 
[! 
I 
Often before, she has lamented the waste of good ground through 
the indole_nce, lack of scientifi~ lrnowledge, and aversion to 
progressive methods of tenant f armers - po or ·vmi te and negro. 
In this bo ok she has p roved that the mai n aspects of the defini-
tion of the symbol are essenti al to farming just as they are to 
other conquests. 
:1 Di sap:pointed in love, as so many of Mi ss Glasgow's 
, h eroines are, Dorinda Oakley turned to the soil as the only ·~ abiding value in life. But she knew that the soil could be I 
Ia relentless taskmaster, and unless s h e conQuered it, the land I 
., I ~~ would conquer her as it had her poor White father. A neighbor's 
II comment, " ' Put yo ' heart in th( 
1 
)and. The land is the only 
I thi r: g that wil l stay by you,' 11 she knew was only half the 
!story ; her father had :put his heart into the land and been e. 
slave to it all his life. As s h e herself said, she put her head 
into it. She studied the problems of agriculture, rotation of 
crops, modern methods. Then she had the courage to put her 
I 
I 
··~ 1 
I 
I 
,I 
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an assistant to Dr. Faraday, because she hated Jason so much 
that she had no room for love. She swore that no man would 
1 ruin her life, and as she began thinking of the farm, she felt 
that she belonged there. With new ideas and a new outlook on 
life inspired by contact with New York initiative and energy, 
she determined to reclaim the wasted acres and to conquer them. 
I Her father's illness and death hastened her return, and, with 
I 
I ::::~ b:::o:::e::;ma::e3::::d::s;u:::i:;t0 ;b::: ::i::o:::i::: 
I barr en land nearly drugged her senses, but she overcame her 
I first reaction upon her return. It was true, Pedlar's Mill 
I' had not chang ed, but she had. 
She received no encouragement in her endeavors from 
I 
I her fa~ily or her neighbors, all of whom retained the old 
expectation of failure for her as well as for themselves. Only 
nathan Pedlar, clownish-looking ovmer of a country store where 
Dorinda had worked until she ran away to :Hew York, believed in 
her success. His advanced ideas on farming were the laughing-
stock of the community, and no one took the insignificant-look-
ing man seriously. But he was a great help to Dorinda in prac-
tical ways as well as in his advice a.nd encouragement. His wife 
had been a superior type of p erson, a former school teacher of 
Dorinda, and Dorinda had always wondered how Rose Emily could 
, · d h" At the t1"me Dorinda worked at the store, nave marr1e 1m. 
Rose Emily was an invalid, and she had died while Dorinda was 
I 
II ,, 
I 
II 
I 
I II 
I 
I 
I, 
in New York, leaving four children. 
During the next ten years of hard physical labor and 
struggle with poverty and discouragement, Dorinda saw Jason 
several times. Although he tried to talk to her, she kept her 
pride by refusing to recognize his presence. Finally one day 
he 1Jegan to upbraid her for her cruelty, saying that he had 
started drinking like his father and that she was sending him 
to the dogs. She was sincere when she told him that she did 
not care because he meant nothing to her any more. "'You're 
( 1 ) 
hard, Dorinda, as harcl as a stone,'" he accused her. 
11 
'Yes, I am hard . I'm through with soft things, '" 
( 2) 
: she replied. 
She despised him all the more for his theatrical 
attitude. 
During these ten years there were personal tragedies 
to be overcome as well as the stubbornness of the soil. Rufus, 
the younger brother , and Dorinda had been recognized by their 
mother as superior to Josiah, who had become a failure like his 
father. So Iilrs. Oakl ey had concentrated her attention on them. 
Dorinda's qualities had developed into strength and character, 
but Rufus had been spoiled by his mother's devotion . Ru fus had 
no love for the farm, and Dorinda could not rely on his help. 
He s p ent his time hunting with a shiftless Poor White, and he 
1
1 
also took to drinking . One day h e killed a man with whom ·he 
had quarreled in a game of cards. There were n o wi tnesses, and 
I 1 Barren Ground p 308 
1 2 Harre . u.Ji~·ou¥ P 30~ 
l51 
I 
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sions of her philosophic perspective. Her emphasis on a real-
istic facing of facts is strong here. ~'T11.en Dorinda wa s only 
twenty , vri th her life in ruins ab out her , she "bravely looked 
at the actual situation, "All her trouble, she felt, had. come 
to her from trying to make lif e over into something it Yias not . 
Dreamp, that was the danger . Like her mother she had tried to 
find a door in the wall, a n escape from the tyranny of things 
a s they ar e; and like her mother, she had fl ou nc1ered arnong her 
visions . Even though she wa s miseralJle now, her misery wa s 
solid ground.; her feet ·vv·ere firmly p l a nted among the a ncient 
( 1 ) 
rocks of experience." Her mother 's objection to Dorinda's 
acceptance of a dress as a gift was another of those false 
idea ls she despised , "'l'here were times when it seemed to 
Dorinda that she coul d not breathe within the stark limitations 
( 2 ) 
of her mother ' s point of view." 
A fatalistic belief that character is destiny is 
seen in Dorinda 's final judgment of Jason: "}To, he had not 
ended in the p oorhous e because he had betrayed her . On the 
contrary she smv that he had betrayed herbecause of that intrin 
sic weakness in his nature which would have brought him to dis-
aster even if he had walked in the path of exemplary virtue. 
' His "betrayal of me was merely an incident. Drink wa s an inci-
dent . If he had been stronger, he might have done all these 
things a nd yet have escaped puni slrr11ent.' For it was not sin 
tha t was punished in this world or the n~xt; i t was failure. 
(l) Barren Gr ound p 18? 
( 2) Barr~n-Ground p 305 
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into the 'old_ fiel ds ,' where scrub pine or oak succeeded broom-
sedge and sassafras as inevitably as autumn slipped into wi n-
( 1 ) 
ter." This literal explanation makes clear the symbolical 
use of the terms. Broomsedge is used most frequentl y ; it has a 
wild , colorful beauty that covers the desolation of the land. 
This beauty symbolizes Dorinda ' s romantic nature, which tried 
I 
I 
II 
to cover her barren life. "There were moments when it seemed 
to her that her inner life was merely a hidden field in the 
lB,ndscape, neglected, monotonous, abandoned to soli tude , and 
yet with a smothered f i r e, like the wild grass, running through I 
( 2 ) 
it." Her reaction to Jason's charm is in<li cated symboli- I 
c f3,lly. "The light had chang ed agai n and her inner mood was 
changing with t h e landscape. A feeling of intimate kinship 
with the country returned, and it seemed to her that the col-
our of the broomsedge was overrunning the d~solate field of 
her life . Something wild and strong and vivid. was covering 
( 3 ) 
t h e waste places. " After learning of Jason's f aithless-
ness, Dorinda awakened to an emotionless life. " The area of 
fe e ling within her soul was . parched and blackened, li k e an 
( 4 ) 
abandoned fie l d after the broomsedge is destroyed . " Later 
the same day as she gazed upon the fields, "it se emed to h er 
that the landscape had lost colour, that the autunm g low had 
( 5 ) 
gone out of the broomsedge ." And the last thing she saw as 
( l) Barren Ground p 4 
(2) Barren Ground p 12 
( 3 ) :Barren"Ground P 6 4 
( 4) Barren Ground p 1?3 
( 5 ) :Barren~_Grouncl p 1 ?6 
I 
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and sh e repli ed , "'But you have tested them , b av en 't you? And 
wh ere have they l ed you? Could any t hing tha t we do or t h ink 
end in a grea ter calamity'? 1;ro , we '11 have to learn the t r uth 
fo_r ourselves. Nothing that the older generation can tell us 
will do any good. We refuse to accept your theories because 
we saw. them all break to p ieces. The truth i s we are de ter-
mined to think for ourselves an d to make our o ·m sort of ideal s 
Even if everything you say to me is true, I shpuldn't cons ent 
to take my experience from you second-hand. I want to find out 
f or myself. I want the freedom to live my lif ~ as I I·lease . 
. ( 1 ) 
I want to choose t he thing s I believe in.'" 
Another example of her indi viduali s , s.nd also of 
h er realis_m appears in her discussion with 1\i[r. Littlepage of 
her mother's interference in her life. 111 You o.us t not say 
things lik e that, Milly.' 
"'But it is true • • • What good com ~ s of lying 
about things? People used to believe in lying but we don't 
any longer.' 
"'Do you believe in anything now, M"lly? ' 
"' Not in shams. I have a right to Il y ovm happiness 
as long a s I play the game fairly.' 
"'And you think that you have playec t h e game 
fairly.' 
"'Haven't I? ••• 1\./Iy life is my own. I haven't 
( 1) !_hE?.L .13:t: s:>oped to Folly p 40 - 41 
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hurt e.nyb ody bu t mys el f , ' 
11
'Are you sure of that, Mi lly? You f!lust have brought 
pain to your mother.' 
11 
'It was her own fault. She tried ~0 manage my 
life. She tried to make into what she 
( 1) 
me was ~t my age. 
' 
11 
'Is anything sacred to you, Mi lly't ' 
'"Truth would be, if I could find i~. Truth that 
I, ( 2) 
you could really believe in, not just shams anf labels.'" 
Besi des applying the phrase 'vein o iron' to Milly, 
Miss Glasgow points her out as the type to solp-e the I)roblem 
of the "fallen" woman when she puts these word~ in the mouth 
of Marmaduke. "'I believe Milly is saved alre~dy. If to be 
saved means to become something more than the p.el:pless victim 
. ( 3) 
of life.'" Her courage, her freedom of thorght, her incli-
vidualism, her realistic acceptance of the wor1d, her will to 
make a new start - surely these positive value~ are preferable 
to the old evasions of the past. 
But other problems of morals and ma~ners are touched 
up on incidentally which also have a bearing on the symbol, 
either in a positive or a negative treatment. Virginius I~ttle 
page, the male object of Miss Glasgow's sat ire had lived 
strictly a ccording to the code of chivalry, prltenses erected 
either because of fear or for the sake of char • Secretly 
he envied the )} ersonal freedom of an 
( 1) !h~y_Stog_l?.£.9. to Folly p 26 ( 3 ) !Q~Y.'. ~.:t .Q~ to Folly p 
( 2) They__ e .. t oQJ.?_e d to Folly p 342 
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artist of "futuristic morals." A conversation between them 
further develops the contrast between traditio~al ideals and 
incli vidual integrity. 11 tr 've spent all my life trying to con-
form to other people's ideals. Fear, not ambition has been 
the mainspring of my character. Fear of the s~ockmarket, fear 
of public opinion, fear, most of all, of what ft:>eople would 
think of me. 1 Aloud he remarked, 'Of course, (You a>re an artis t~ 
Nobody expects much in the way of character from an artist. 
But my position was different. A lav~er is ob~iged to build 
up a reputation for integrity.' 
"'Well, integrity is a fine thing, rv-hatever you 
mean by it. Now, my integrity consists in b ei~g t rue to my 
own nature.' 
111 And mine has been exactly the opppsite. Integ-
rity f or me has meant being true to what other people exp ect 
(1) 
of me.'" 
This "lip-service" to a code naturat'-ly led to 
peculiar inconsistencies and insincerities, Mr~ Littlepag e's 
thoughts revealed. "He had, it was ne edless tp remind himself 
sadly, known Southern gentlemen who were immor(l; but t h ey had 
been immoral in the teeth of a severe code of fonour, with 
discrimination. They we re held accountable nor only by a 
proper regard for religion and a true r everencr for pure woman 
hood, but, later, when all these defenses of v rtue failed, 
by the precepts of chivalry a nd the point of t1e pistol. 
(1 ) !~Stooped to Folly p 129 - 130 
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quotation, which is also an important phase of evasive ideal-
ism. But an even better illustration of false m9desty appears 
in a neatly worded character-touch. "He thou!· t of his father, 
a Virginian g entleman of Georgian morals but ictorian manners, 
who had found it less embarrassing to commit a ' ultery than to 
(1) 
pronounce the word in the presence of a lady." 
And Virginius himself was not entir~ly guiltless 
in the matter of allowing a variation between 1is code and his 
conduct. Although Victoria. had been prepared vO tame "the 
lower n a ture" of Virginius, he had ahvays caref'ully concealed 
its existence from her; b u t tempted by the pro ~imity of Mrs. 
Da lrymple, he frequ ently allowed his thoughts ~ o wand e r and 
twice almost succumbed to her cha rms. The secbnd incident, 
ironically, occurred the day his wife s ud cienly died . "V!hile 
he reclined there in the f i relight, stroking M ~s. Daly rmple's 
h and, which remind ed him of a part i cv larly larEpe a nd fine 
magnolia blossom, the idea dawned slowly on hi* that h i s resp ec -
ful manner of love-maki.ng was not giving compl~te satisfaction. 
Though the last thing he wished for was a cost y, or even a 
complimentary, a ffair in his life (having too <ften arra nged 
the fruits of such intri.g u es), he was still as sensitive a s 
other men in his vanity, and it wound e d him to have any woman 
( 2) 
imagine that he was deficient in a lower naturE." This 
inconsistency in his conduct was all the more ·ronical, b ecause 
( 1) 'rhey Stool2.§_d to Foll y p 30 
( 2 ) The¥ Stoop ed to Folly p 298 
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at the very time of his visit to l.Krs. Dalrymple, he had been 
very indignant because he had suspected his 
visiting J11Iilly Burden. (Martin Welding had 
for her ruin; then he had met Mary Victori a 
where she was doing war-work. Her zeal for 
responsible for their marriage) 
son-in-law of b~~ responsible 
iJ the Balkans 
saving p eople was 
Even Mr . Littlepage's mourning was neasured by 
sentimentality, according to the code. "Crowned, radiant 
incomparable, a new Victoria, one whom he had never even 
imagined, had flowered there, out of the throbbing light of 
his vision... For this Victoria, v;ho resembleld the actual 
Victoria as little as a star resembles a glow-~orm, had won 
( 1 ) 
at last his unalterable fidelity. 11 Louisa remarked upon 
his attitude, "'Some men seem never to fall in love with their 
wives until they have lost them and can fit t hem into a halo. 
By the time he is through with Victoria, ••• nobody will be 
. ( 2) 
able to recognize a single feature."' 
When Martin, who longed for escap e ~rom the arti-
ficial life he was leading in Q,ueenborough, copld stand it no 
longer, he fled from Mary Victoria. Although she was an ideal-
ist like her mother a nd retained many of the V~ctorian stand-
ards, she was modern enough to try to get Mart~n back. The 
a ttitudes of the Past and the ·Present in rega~~ to the pur-
suit of the male are exp ressed, first in Mr. Littlepage's 
(1) Th~tooped to Foll~ p 320 
( 2) Th~_L_l) t~:>Op ed to Folly p 330 
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ovm nature, could Louisa have run after a man. Even murder 
in a just cause, as long as it did not involve a s acrifice of 
proper pride, would have been easier for her. The women of 
her age had waited silently for what they wanted, s p inning their 
intricate webs with the eternal patience of nature; and when 
what they wanted did not come bec a use he was caught elsewhere, 
they continued to wait and spin as long as the gossamer threade 
held together. 'I wonder which way is best?' ~ouisa specu-
l at ed, for hers was an inquiring mind. 'Is it b e tter to cling 
to modesty until you lose everything else, or ~ o waste it like 
s cattered rose-leaves in the long pursuit of d elight? But 
v,-hat is love, a fter all?' she a s ked suddenly, . 'and who has 
ever found it by seeking?' On the pavement th~ faint sunsh ine 
glittered a nd va nished and. reassembl ed in a p ajttern of silver. 
An old torment, the torment of hope and of lon~ waiting, shud-
dered back from her heart into her nerves. 'I could never go 
through i t now,' she thou ght with a start of wond er b ecause 
s h e had ever survived it. ' No woman of today could g o through 
i t and live.' Yes, she could not agree with v·rginius that 
the world had ch anged for the worse. Being a woman, she knew 
better. Being a woman, she knew what she coul d. never bring 
herself to tell him, that the modesty of the p ast was a false, 
not a true, deity, and delighted in sacrifice. No, it wasn't 
worth it, she sai d in a stra ined whisp er, as if' someone we re 
lis t ening ; it wasn't worth it, at least to women. Nothing was 
179 
worth all the deceit, all the futile hope and ineffectua l 
endeavour, all the pretense and parade, a ll t:r e artificial 
glamour and emp ty posturing, of the great Victori a n tradition. 
F or an instant, so relentless was the clutch cf the past, her 
heart s t ruggled like a wild t h ing in the beak of a n eagle. 
Yes, she knew, and Vi rginius did not. She knE w what it had a ll 
meant to women. She had lived through it a ll. F or her heart 
hao_ cracked and broken as · quietly as the hearts of all perfect 
Southern lad ies broke beneath t h e enamelled s J rface of beauti-
f u l b ehaviour. And now, cool, comp osed, indulgent, s elf-c on-
tained, a nd e a sily amused, she vrat ched with sympathy t he ( 1 \ 
. J 
liberal manners of the n ew century. 0 
Thi s paragraph di s p oses completely of the myth of 
the joys of "protection° for women, and it quite obviously 
expresses Miss Glasgow's own philosophy. Bu t neithe r does she 
w-holly a pprove of the present time, as we havE found so often 
before. There is much satire of the modern wcrlo_. Curle 
Littlepage rep resents the Rotarian typ e of go-getter American 
t hat was so popular i n the Nineteen-twenties. Hi m she describE~ 
as "without charm, but a s loud and bright e,nd brisk as the New 
( 2) 
s outh." His optimistic vit a lism wearied tl e whole family. 
Mr. Littlepage mu sed on his young est child, "' Even as a baby, 
Curle had annoyed him by his inordinate zest or living. 
Nothing, not even h i s first tooth, had been a1 ,le to dam:pen his 
( 1) :±_hey_§_tooped _ !9 Folly p 3 31 
( 2 ) Th ey Stooped to J? ol~z p 13 
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( 1 ) 
much as a medal to show for his service." 
Er. Li ttlepae;e cc:m not see a future for the pun:; ose-
less machine age of the J.~odern 1-~ · o r ld . "Yet, in the end, Curle 
and his kind might be the only ones t o survive. In the end, 
they mi ght wear ont r:::.ll the softer e.nd finer strains of htumm 
m.ateri2.l. Ya s that the Yict.ory tovvard '0Fhich o Ir civilization 
was nwYing so proudly? Y/ell, no 1:1atter ••• This dvll re sent -
ment against noise, against size, against ngli~ess, might be 
nothing nobler than the approaching rigidity o~ ag e, the slow 
hardening of ar t eri es that had once l)een as e lpstic o .. s youth ••• 
Modern life especially a pp eared without dignitv , and even wi th 
out d. i recti on, an endless spe eding to novrhere. 1v1 an , he told 
himself, may have flown to the stars, and broken light and c:dr 
to harness; but he vvas no nearer hap1;iness than he ha.d been in I 
the past . He was no nearer the ever l asting emswer to 1.Vhy'? 
( 2) 
·whence? ' '.rl-li ther? • •• 11 
In e .. ll these instances the philosop1.ic perspec ti ve 
of Ellen Glasgo•N, although presented more strohgly in the 
negative way, implies a hopeful, positive answ~r nevertheless. 
I.-Iilly Burden, with all her faults, has the rig1t phil osophy. 
Fund.?.J11enta.l l y she has the staying power that i ~ nece ssary to 
meet life in this complex civilizEJ .. tion . Her i~sistence on 
thinking for herself, l!.er forti tude, her optimt· sm, her regen-
erative power, e .. bove all her clear, open f a.cine, of life as it 
is - these aspects of the 'vein of iron' will nake for sane 
184 
(1) Thg_§~QQ_ped to_Es>lly p 15'7 - 158 
_l2 L_j'_lley Stoo}::ed to F<2!_!Z._ p 335 - 336 
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Summar~ of Part II 
In tracing the symb·ol through nine novels selected 
from representative periods of Ellen Glasgow's career, I have 
indicated an evolution of the author's ideal hero or heroine. 
The central character from the first to the last of her novels 
conformed to the definition of the 'vein of iron' given in 
Part I. In the first three, ,!he_]2escendant, Phase~.Q.f ag_ 
Inferior Planet, and The Y,oice_of the People, strength and non-
conformity were stressed; the heroes, philosophically ahead of 
their time, struggled futilely against hopeless social condi-
tions. The heroes of the next two, The Battle Ground and 
Th~~eliverance , were behind their time; for they were trying 
to cling to old standards in a rapidly changing society. Their 
struggle proved less futile, however, for they learned to 
accept and adapt themselves to the newer order. Virginia e.nd 
LifLand Gabriella presented heroines i llustrating two con -
trasting types of women in the new world , the Victorian "lady," 
and the lJrodern Business Girl who controls her own destiny . 
Barren Ground introduced a very strong heroine who success-
fully coped with a job that had hitherto belonged exclusively 
to men. !h~etoo~d to Folly had neither hero nor heroine, 
strictly speaking , but the point of view of Milly Burden, a 
fearless, realistic modern girl , i t is implied, is the correct 
========~=====-~--
-~=--===---- · 
one for facing modern problems . 
Like'ltvise , Ellen Glasgow's philosophy during those 
thirty-seven years remained basi cally unchanged. She was 
alv.;ays concerned wi.th the a ttempts of various kinds of misfits 
to adjust themselves more harmoniously to their environment: 
her nove l s form a chronological r ecord of the social conscienc 
for each reflects the interests. pertinent to the particular 
era in which it was written . Thus there are discussions about 
J . 
The New Woman of the 1900 ' s, Free love , Bohemianism, Slum 
reform, Sc oiali sm, political graft, lynching, the JJusiness 
Girl, Scientific fariaing, the World War, and the Depression. 
She was particularly absorbed in the Adjustment of the South 
to qhanging ideals and backgrounds, so that many of her books 
deal with the attempts of the Southern aristocrats to adjust 
themselves to the New Democracy and to Twentieth Century man-
ners and morals . Delving into history, she also treated of 
the attempts of the ari stocrats to accept the Civil War and 
the Reconstruction period . 
Artistically, the author's skill improved during 
her literary career . Potentialities revealed in her early 
books became actualities in the later novels. Realism, wit, 
a nd satire were y rominent from the first. But character 
development beccune incl'ea,singly excellent a s she gained exp er-
ience with her pen until she achieved such master- pieces as 
l90 
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PART III 
Application 
of the Symbol ' Vein of Iron' to Ellen Glasgow. 
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the social freedom of today. She and her sister, two very 
young, dainty girls, after dri vi ng over twenty miles of hot 
dusty Virginia roads on a Virginia August d<.;w , were the only 
women in a mob of thousands of coatless, shouting, tobacco-
chewing politici ans . Two days of Southern elo quence on the 
platform furnished her material for background in her third 
novel. 
The next act of revolt was her advocacy of Woman 
Suffrage . Richmond ladies raised their eyebrows at such bold 
champ ions:b..ip of a cause frequently defended with somewhat 
untracUtional combative ardor . It is need l ess to say t hat 
JVJ:i ss Glasgow , always the lady in manners, confined her enc our-
agement to dignified moral support. 
The non-conformist mind ·with which Miss Glasgow 
( 1) 
says she was born was chiefly responsible for her break with 
tra dition. But early in life she began working this native 
' vein of iron' (the endowment of the natural resources of the 
indivi dual ) into significance. She escaped the traditional 
education for women, which she satirized so caustically in 
Vi_;r_gJnia , by studying at home alone and with tutors. In this 
way she follov;ed her inclinations in her reading , which led 
her into literary realms of great culture, and, more importan t 
in shaping the ' iron ' of her thought, into the field of eco-
nmni c s, science, soci a lism, and philosophy. n.ri th such a back-
ground and such a native endovvment, it is not strange that the 
(1) Nation 136 - p 404 
===~~~==~~====-~====-·======== 
'I 
"rugged individualism" of h er intellect should domina.te her 
literary career. The sweet stories of romance which were 
recmmnended to the flower - like minds of young ladie s were too 
pale to satisfy an intellect that had reveled in Fielding, 
J ane Austen, Tolstoy, Zola and other great realists. She 
decided, therefore, that she would write of life as it really 
was, seen through clear penetrating eyes, not through the haze 
of romantic illusion. An examination of her work reveals that 
in every novel she has adhered to her ideal of reality . 
In the first place, her philosophic perspective 
shows reality in the type of character which she offers t o 
s .ol ve life ' s p roblems bravely and without illusions. ·He or 
she is u sually a non-conformist in some way . Romanticists of 
the past hcwe immortalized ari stocratic colonels sipping mint 
juleps, their delicate, lovely daughters, and their dashing 
sons as heroes and heroines; whime icalists have portrayed the 
negr oes i .n an amusing manner; modern so-called realists - who 
are really romanticists of the Gothic school of horror in dis-
guise - harro·w their readers with tales of the Poor Vlhite: but 
El len Glasgow chooses as her c entral character the undra.111atic 
"average" .lunerican of middle class, Scotch-Ilrish descent, 
endowed wi th normal impulses, and a good stiff back bone to 
meet life ' s normal succession of daily trivialities and soul -
searing crises. In presenting this rugged type of person, 
the author is merely recognizing fra nkly the changed condi -
tions in the South. Unlike the aristocracy clinging to 
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clearly sees the faults, as well as the advantages, of the 
modern way of life. She decries the materialism which glori-
fies mechanical devel~pment, gadgets, size, noise, ugliness 
at the price of more g r aci ous living. Also, even with the loss 
of the genteel tradition, she sees the persistence of uevasive 
idealism" in our American thinking. Vtfe want movie endings to 
all our p roblems - ma.gic formulas in economics, agreea.ble 
illusions that shut the eyes to graft a.nd waste in politics, 
false optimism in our literature. Having retained the worst 
fault of the Victorian tradition, we have discarded the more 
important values of that time. Our manners and speech hav e 
g one too far in their franlmess; our women have wasted their 
freed om a nd cheapened it to a nervous pursuit after worthless 
sensations; our Sl)perficial patter of psychology h a s relea se d 
us from a serise of responsibility for our acts a n d a self-
discipline based on a sense of duty. We scorn the va lue of 
the exp erience of maturity and hail c a llowness and ignora,n ce 
a s the new savior of civilization. We are cursed by the natu-
ral product of the Niachine Age, "mass consciousness, a which 
lowers the level of a ll our standa.rds. V'ie want to look o.1i ke , 
think a.like, a nd have the sc:une pleasures . In our deJi~and for 
uniformity we lose a ll distinctiveness and uni queness that 
make personality . In leveling the mass to an a vergge, we dull 
our appreci at ion of esthetic v a l ue s - beauty of nature , art, 
liter a ture - and crowd out the non-conformist thinkers. Gen-
ius of any k ind is an outcast . 
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life is an accumulation of cus tome, modified. in each genere.ti o 
by new influences. The future demancls a blending of the c cur-
tesy, restraint , and forbearance that marked the graciousness 
of the pre-Civil vVar feudalism; the fortitud.e, courage, and 
vdll-to-live of the pioneers ; t he . dignity , decormn, and sense 
of duty that belonged to the Victori a ns; and the modern p assio 
for truth. 
But in our elimination of the undesirable traits of 
the past , we must not congratulate ourselves upon discarding 
the practice of slaYishly adhering to a romantic code if we 
are going to adopt the equally stupid custom of yielding to 
the mass standard of uniformity. The ideal character of moder 
life is an incli vidual with courage to be herself. But she 
must have a self to be! Too many lJeople trying to assert thei 
personalities have no personalities to assert. She must be 
guided by a natural sagacity, an intuitive discrimination 
between the false and the true, the cheap and the worth Vlhi le. 
Like }/i:i lly Burden in The:y___§_!_QQE_ed to _Fol~, she will insist 
on doing her own thinking and selecting her own values. And 
she will have the courage of her convictions; she will take 
the consequences, win or lose. 
In this clarification of modern life, the author's 
realism is evident. She is a constructive interpreter, how-
ever, and her ree.li sm is based on a. practi c al idealism that 
believes that life is significant. She believes that the leve 1 
of ci vili zati on cc:m be raised by the a i :pli c a.t i on of human 
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day the Nobel Prize will bring her that wider recognition she 
( 1) 
so richly deserves ." 
(1) N . Y . Times , Dec . 18, 1938 - Book Revi ew 
===~===i~=--~=--
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Part IV 
Crit ical Epilogue 
, 
According to Andre lJlaur ois it is rhythm that trans-
forms nature into art. 
11 In poetry, in the stricter s ens e, this rhythm 
is established b y the v erse form or by rhyme; in music , 
by the mo t if; in a book, by the recurrence, at more 
or less distant intervals, of the essential moti fs 
of the work . 
"A human l ife is a l ways made up of a number of 
such motifs; when you study one of them, it will soon 
begin to impress it se lf upon you with remarkable 
force . In Shelley 's life the water mot if dominat~s 
the whole symphony . . .. 
"In Disraeli ' s life there is a flower motif 
there is an Eastern motif ••• ; there is the 
( 1 ) 
antagonistic rain II 
Not only do El len Glasgow ' s novels quali fy as art i n 
this res p ect, but her life as well fits naturall y into t he tech-
1 
nique of the :New ( artis tic ) Bi og raphy . From the moment when, 
1 
a s a child, she became :falllil i ar wi th the metal in its concrete 
I ( 1 ) AsDect s of Bi ographv - JV,~aur oi s p 71 I ------. ------ ---- --4.. 
I 
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"A novelist must write , not by 
but with every cell of his being; nothing can occ ur to him 
that may not sooner or later find i t s way into his craft," 
( l) 
I 1
1 
she begins. 
I 
I 
II 
The first stage is Preparat ion. This is a period 
of conscious acquisition of knowledge e..nd ren ewal of exper-
I ience, whi ch will be drawn upon later subconsciously and used 
I 
I 
:I 
I 
as material for writing. The second stage, which she calls a 
( 2) 
"long brooding I; eriod" and Wallas the period of Incubation, 
is the time when the subconscious has full sway. Ideas take 
form and the critical faculty cooperates subconsciously with 
the creative faculty to shape, reassemble, and select. The 
third stage is Immersi on. During this period she loses her -
self in her i magined world whe re she lives the lives of her 
characters, who are more real to her than are he r friends. 
The last stage is a period ( to use Wallas's term ) of Verifi-
cation, in vv-hi ch she revises, polishes , perfec t s. 
Such a s ystem of unforced conscious applicati on 
gives free rein t o any motifs that happen to be a part of the 
philosophic persy ective of t h e writer , and thus 
iron motif not only adorns her work as a symbol, but contrib-
utes toward an interpretation of her life and philosophy. 
I Moreover, such a personal glimpse into the technique of a 
i! II 
,\ 
creative wri ter is a great contribution to app reciation, 
(1) Sat . Review of Lit . XI 344 - Dec. 8 , '34 
(2) Sat . Review of Lit . XI 344 - Dec. 8 , '34 
for 
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I 
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